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ABSTRACT
Fault-tolerant Parallel Processing Combining Linda,
Checkpointing, and Transactions
Karpjoo Jeong
Research Advisor: Professor Dennis Shasha

With the advent of high performance workstations and fast LANs, networks of workstations have recently emerged as a promising computing platform for long-running
coarse grain parallel applications. Their advantages are wide availability and coste ectiveness, as compared to massively parallel computers. Long-running computation
in the workstation environment, however, requires both fault tolerance and the e ective
utilization of idle workstations.
In this dissertation, we present a variant of Linda, called Persistent Linda (PLinda),
that treats these two issues uniformly: speci cally, PLinda treats non-idleness as failure.
PLinda provides a combination of checkpointing and transaction support on both
data and program state (an encoding of continuations). The traditional transaction
model is optimized and extended to support robust parallel computation. Treatable
failures include processor and main memory hard and slowdown failures, and network
omission and corruption failures.
The programmer can customize fault tolerance when constructing an application,
trading failure-free performance against recovery time. When creating a PLinda program, the programmer can decide on the frequency of transactions and the encoding of
continuations to be saved upon transaction commit. At runtime, the programmer can
decide to suppress certain continuations for better failure-free performance.
PLinda has been applied to corporate bond index statistics computation and biological pattern recognition. Typical speedups over conventional sequential programs range
over 15 times for 30 processors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Many scienti c and engineering problems from Biology, Physics and other areas require
computing a large number of mostly independent tasks[30, 32, 50, 63, 64]. A typical
example is the analysis of a large (high energy) physics data set[30, 32]. The data set
consists of 105 , 108 event records which can be analyzed independently. The analysis of
each event record is usually compute-intensive. Regarding these problems, we observe:
 Parallel processing is indispensable due to the enormous amount of computation.
Fortunately, they are coarse grain parallel or embarrassingly parallelizable. That
is, it is straightforward to parallelize them into large seldomly interacting tasks.
Unfortunately, the necessary process interaction is tedious and error-prone if done
manually.
 Fault tolerance is crucial because execution of these applications takes a lot of time
even with parallel computers. The probability of failure grows as execution time
or the number of processors increases. Although a single processor failure is in
fact rare, the possibility of failure cannot be ignored if execution time is on the
order of months or the execution involves a few hundred processors. Without fault
tolerance, a single component failure can cause an entire computation to be lost.
Fortunately, there is a great potential to easily customize lightweight fault tolerance
for these problems. For example, atomic execution of each task is natural for
these problems because each task can be executed independently of other tasks.
Given fault tolerance abstractions such as transactions and reliable storage, we
can maintain the description of all the tasks and all the results collected from
the completed tasks in reliable storage and design processes to execute each task
atomically. In fact, such a scheme has already been demonstrated in fault-tolerant
parallel computing systems such as FT-Linda[4] and PLinda[38].
 Using workstations connected by LANs or even WANs, large scale high performance
parallel processing is possible for these problems because computation basically
consists of a large number of mostly independent tasks.
1

However, it is dicult for the end-user to nd workstations which are idle for a
long time. Workstations are only intermittently idle as a rule. A system which can
utilize intermittently idle workstations can make computing on networked workstations very cost e ective. In fact, for sequential or semi-parallel (i.e., multiple tasks
with no inter-dependency) jobs, there are systems[2, 14, 18, 11, 25, 28, 44, 48, 52, 53]
to utilize idle or under-utilize workstations e ectively. For parallel computation,
there are also systems[2, 11, 25, 44].
In the last several years, there has been a proliferation of commercial and research
prototype parallel software systems on networks of workstations. Popular systems include Linda[13], PVM[60, 24], MPI[29] and Express. Unfortunately, few support fault
tolerance or utilization of idle workstations.
Also, there has been a considerable amount of work [37, 51] on fault tolerance in
distributed systems, but most of the work has not addressed the problem of utilizing idle
workstations for parallel computation.
There have been research e orts[2, 14, 18, 11, 25, 48, 53] to develop software systems
to utilize idle workstations and some of them[2, 14, 11, 25] are designed to address fault
tolerance. However, to our knowledge, there is no system to aim at supporting both
parallel processing and fault tolerance together with the utilization of idle workstations.
Addressing the three challenges |parallel processing on non-shared memory machines, fault tolerance, and e ective use of intermittently idle machines | is what this
dissertation describes for the rst time. We present a Linda-variant parallel computing
system, called Persistent Linda 2.0 (hereafter, just PLinda), which both supports fault
tolerance and utilizes idle workstations.

1.2 Networked Workstations as a Parallel Computing Platform
Recently, networks of workstations have emerged as a promising parallel computing
platform. Their advantages over massively parallel computers are wide availability and
cost-e ectiveness. First, unlike supercomputers installed in a few institutions, these
machines are widely available; many institutions have hundreds of high performance
workstations which are unused most of the time[25, 52]. Second, they are already paid for
and are connected via communication networks; no additional cost is required for parallel
processing. Finally, they can rival supercomputers with their aggregate computing power
and main memory.
However, most machines are private (they are usually sitting on people's desks and
are supposed to be used by them) and the owners of these workstations are afraid to allow
compute-intensive jobs to be run on their machine for fear of performance degradation
when they do want to use their machine. Therefore, it is crucial to guarantee that
workstations will be used only while they are idle.
To address this issue, various work-stealing systems have been developed[2, 14, 18,
11, 25, 28, 44, 48, 52, 53]. During execution, these systems monitor the idleness status of
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workstations and migrate processes from busy or overloaded machines to idle or underutilized ones. We will discuss work-stealing systems in detail in Chapter 4.

1.3 Developing Fault-tolerant Software
Developing fault-tolerant software on a distributed network of workstations is a challenging task for two main reasons. First, any part of the system can fail at any time; in other
words, the fault tolerant software developer must anticipate numerous possible failure
cases. Second, it is often very costly to nd a consistent global state in a distributed
system, yet fault tolerance requires such a notion.
To address these problems, various techniques such as failure models and program
structuring paradigms have been developed. In this section, we will describe these techniques and give a review of programming languages designed for constructing fault tolerant software (which we call fault-tolerant programming languages).

1.3.1 Failure Model

Failure models are designed to specify the behavior of a component on failure and therefore to help the fault-tolerant software developer to reason about the e ects of failure on
applications.
Failure models about processors[20] which are commonly used are (from least permissive to most permissive):

 Fail-stop. The processor fails by stopping without making any inconsistent state

transitions[55].
 Omission and timing. The processor fails by not responding to an input or by
giving an untimely response, respectively.
 Byzantine. The processor fails in an arbitrary manner.
In general, fault-tolerant software is designed to assure correct behavior in the face
of failures characterized by a failure model. Databases and most fault-tolerant parallel
applications are designed to achieve partial correctness (any completed computation will
have the same e ect as a failure-free computation) in the face of fail-stop failures.

1.3.2 Program Structuring Paradigms

Program structuring paradigms provide the programmer with standard ways of writing
programs. There are three common program structuring paradigms for fault-tolerant
software[51]: the object/action model, the restartable action paradigm, and the replicated state machine paradigm.
In the object/action model, an application program consists of objects and actions.
Objects encapsulate critical data in local state and export certain operations to modify
data. Typically, the data is assumed to be long-lived and stored on stable storage.

3

Actions are threads that execute on objects, and their execution is transactional. That
is, these actions are serializable and recoverable in spite of failure.
In the restartable action paradigm, the runtime system periodically saves the local
states of processes to stable storage. On processor failure, it restarts failed processes on
another processor by recovering their states from stable storage. The checkpointing and
rollback scheme[22] is the most commonly used technique to implement this paradigm.
In the replicated state machine paradigm[57], an application is structured as a set
of services, and each service is implemented as multiple deterministic processes which
are identical. Each request for a service is broadcast to every process implementing the
service. Each process operates like a state machine which modi es its state variables in
response to commands (i.e., requests) that are received from other state machines or the
environment. In this way, every process has the same state in a failure-free execution.
Upon disagreement, the minority is ignored.

1.3.3 Fault-tolerant Programming Languages

Various fault-tolerant programming languages have been developed to ease the task of
constructing fault-tolerant programs. Examples are Argus[47], Avalon[26], Fault-tolerant
Concurrent C[19], FT-Linda[4], Orca[41] and FT-SR[56],
In general, these fault-tolerant programming languages are distinguished by what
program structuring paradigms they support since they all assume the fail-stop processor
failure model. Argus and Avalon support the object/action model. Reliability and
concurrency control are supported by saving local state to disk and running every object
invocation as a transaction or a nested transaction.
Fault-tolerant Concurrent C[19] and FT-Linda[4] support the replicated state machine paradigm. The primary extension of fault-tolerant Concurrent C which extends
Concurrent C[33] is a set of primitives for replicating processes. The runtime system
guarantees that all the replicas of a process behave as if they were a single process. FTLinda is a fault-tolerant variant of Linda. Rather than using the state machine paradigm
to replicate processes, FT-Linda uses it to replicate the Linda shared memory.
Programming languages to support the restartable action paradigm usually use mechanisms for checkpointing processes to disk and recovering them from the last checkpoints on disk. The language runtime system can handle checkpointing and rollback
programmer-transparently. Orca is a language that automatically checkpoints parallel
applications. It uses reliable broadcast to ensure that a globally consistent checkpoint is
taken.
FT-SR is a language designed to support multiple program structuring paradigms. It
provides an ordered multicast mechanism that can be used to implement the replicated
state machine paradigm. Also, the programmer can de ne variables to be stable; these
variables are stored on disk and survive failure. Using these mechanisms, the programmer
can implement a custom restartable action paradigm.

4

1.4 Linda
PLinda is a set of extensions to Linda designed to support robust parallel computation.
The primary extension is transactions. In this section, we will give a brief review of the
Linda model and discuss the characteristics of the model which make it suitable for fault
tolerance and transactions.

1.4.1 Brief Review of Linda

Linda is a parallel programming model which is based on virtual shared memory called
tuple space. Processes communicate and synchronize by creating data objects called tuples in the tuple space (this is analogous to sending a message) and retrieving them from
the tuple space associatively (this is analogous to receiving a message) using a relational
database-style pattern matching capability. A tuple contains a sequence of typed data
elements where the data types are basic types such as integers, oats, characters, and
arrays of these.
Linda provides four operations: out for tuple creation, eval for process creation,
in for destructive retrieval and rd for non-destructive retrieval. In the destructive case,
data objects are removed on retrieval. Destructive retrieval is often used for a \point-topoint" style of communication; in contrast, non-destructive retrieval for a \broadcast"
style of communication.
Here is a summary of the operations:
1. out. Takes a sequence of typed expressions as arguments. It evaluates them,
constructs a tuple from them, and inserts the tuple into tuple space.
2. eval. Like out, eval creates a tuple from its arguments, but a new process is
created to evaluate the arguments. In Linda, this is the only way to create a new
process.
3. in and rd. Take a typed pattern for a tuple as their argument and retrieve a tuple
to match the pattern in an associative manner. A pattern is a series of typed elds;
some are values and others are typed place-holders. A place-holder is pre xed with
a question mark. For example,
("foo", ?f, ?i, y).

The rst and last elds are values (a constant and a program variable respectively);
the middle two elds are place-holders. On retrieval, place-holders are set to values
in the corresponding elds of the matching tuple, respectively.
This pattern will match any tuple having four elds whose rst eld is the string
"foo" and the last eld is the value of y. If there are multiple matching tuples,
then one of them is randomly selected and retrieved. If no matching tuple is found,
then in and rd block until a matching tuple is inserted. The di erence is that in
is destructive (i.e. removes the tuple) while rd is not.

5

A more detailed description of the Linda model is found in [9, 12, 13, 44, 46].
Linda has several characteristics which make it popular. First, the model is simple.
Accessing tuple space is intuitive and requires only four operations. Second, the model
is exible. Various styles of process interaction such as synchronous and asynchronous
communication can be easily programmed in this model. Finally, the model is designed
to be combined into existing sequential programming languages. The programmer is not
forced to learn a new parallel programming language.

1.4.2 Linda and Fault Tolerance

Linda's tuple space model facilitates fault tolerance. Communication and synchronization via the tuple space are anonymous. That is, processes do not have to identify each
other for interaction. This property simpli es the replacement of processes by new processes, since process ids need not be recovered nor are site ids of any signi cance. Failed
processes can be recovered on any host. In fact a stable tuple space and knowledge of
the critical portions of the state of the failing process are all that is needed.

1.4.3 Linda and Transactions

Transactions are in particular e ective for Linda's tuple space abstraction because tuple
space is a shared data resource much like a database[34, 6]. Tuple space can be optimized
for transactions independently because it is a separate data storage from process address
spaces. Finally, in tuple space, there is a logical unit of data (which is a tuple) for
manipulation which is independent of a language type system. There are only four
operations to access tuples in tuple space. Therefore, only these operations are required
to be extended for transactions.

1.5 Persistent Linda 2.0
In this section, we give an overview of Persistent Linda 2.0 (PLinda), a Linda-variant
parallel programming system that supports fault tolerance and uses idle workstations
for parallel computation.
PLinda is a set of extensions to Linda. The three major extensions are: lightweight
transactions, continuation committing, and checkpoint-protected tuple space. These extensions are fault tolerance abstractions through which the programmer can design an
application to be fault tolerant.
The mechanisms allow a programmer to take advantage of the characteristics of a
given application when making it failure-resilient. However, the drawback is additional
programming work. For coarse grain parallel applications which have simple control
structures, the additional programming work is usually negligible [4, 38] and therefore
the customization approach is more appropriate.
In PLinda, the transaction commit mechanism stores data in the volatile tuple space
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and is therefore extremely lightweight1. Such a commit mechanism does not guarantee the durability of committed transactions, since the tuple space might fail. Tuple
space is made fault-tolerant by checkpointing it to disk periodically. The frequency of
checkpointing is a runtime tuning parameter.2
Based on lightweight transactions, PLinda supports the following program structuring paradigm. In the paradigm, each process is executed as a sequence of transactions. The transaction and checkpointing mechanisms guarantee that transactions
execute atomically even in the presence of failures. Therefore a process logically fails
only between transactions. Thus, the programmer only has to consider failures between
transactions when making an application failure-resilient.
At each commit, each process saves critical information (usually the contents of a
few variables) about its local state to tuple space. By critical information, we mean a
set of process variables from which we can reconstruct its local state. We call critical
information encoded continuation (continuation, for short)[58] and the saving operation
continuation committing . On failure recovery, the failed process restores a continuation
from tuple space. That is, transactions and continuation committing enable processes to
make progress (i.e., restart from the last commit point) in spite of failure of a client process assuming that the tuple space doesn't fail. If the tuple space fails, then continuation
committing and checkpointing ensures that the execution resumes in a transaction consistent state (i.e. a state of committed transactions that might be reached in a failure-free
execution).
An important advantage of saving encoded continuations instead of process images is
that encoded continuations support the use of heterogeneous machines because continuations which consist of the contents of variables can be made architecture-independent.
By contrast, saving a process image is architecture-dependent.
Besides process failure-resiliency, the PLinda system is designed to utilize idle workstations for parallel computation. It monitors the idleness status of workstations and
creates processes on idle ones. When a machine where processes are running becomes
busy, the runtime system considers the machine to have failed and migrates the processes
to an idle machine either immediately or some time later. PLinda migrates a process by
killing it on one machine and recovering it on another using the fault tolerance mechanism.
The contributions of this dissertation are:
 To show how the traditional transaction model can be optimized and extended to
support robust parallel computation eciently.
 To propose a fault-tolerant programming model by which the programmer can
In the current PLinda implementation, the performance of transaction commits is usually comparable
to that of the other tuple space access operations such as out and in.
2
Database a cionados will note that a volatile tuple space may allow committed data to be lost.
That would be bad for a database, but is acceptable in our case, since long-running parallel applications
require only that the nal result be correct, since the programmer never acts on intermediate data. We
ensure the correctness of the nal result using checkpointing of the tuple space and critical program
variables as we explain below.
1
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easily make long-running coarse grain parallel applications fault tolerant without
incurring high runtime fault tolerance overhead.
 To develop a process resiliency method which can support heterogeneous computing
environments.
 To show that process resiliency mechanisms can also be used for process migration
for dynamic load balancing.
 To demonstrate the implementation of a parallel programming system that supports both fault tolerance and utilization of idle workstations using a single ecient
mechanism.

1.6 Outline of the Dissertation
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the design
of PLinda in detail. We explain the fault tolerance mechanisms such as transactions, continuation committing, and checkpoint-protected tuple space, and show how to construct
fault-tolerant applications using these mechanisms.
In Chapter 3, we explain the PLinda tunable execution mechanism. This tuning
feature is aimed at applications where processes have large continuations.
In Chapter 4, we describe how PLinda uses idle workstations for parallel computation.
The issues involved in utilization of idle workstations are idleness detection, process
scheduling and process migration. We discuss them and explain how the PLinda process
resiliency mechanisms can be used for process migration.
In Chapter 5, we explain the implementation of PLinda and present experimental
results. These results show that the current PLinda prototype can execute coarse grain
parallel applications eciently while supporting fault tolerance and utilizing idle workstations.
In Chapter 6, we present concluding remarks and future research directions for
PLinda.
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Chapter 2

Persistent Linda
2.1 Introduction
PLinda is a set of extensions to Linda to support robust parallel computation as well as
computing using idle machines (where busy-ness = failure). The three major extensions
are:
 Lightweight transactions. Used to maintain a consistent global state eciently
regardless of failure.
 Continuation committing. Used to make processes resilient to failure without relying on disk.
 Checkpoint-protected tuple space. A fault-tolerant tuple space based on checkpointing.
This design requires explicit operations for fault tolerance. We think that we will
be able to address the programming issue via development of high-level programming
toolkits or a Linda-PLinda translator later, but this will be our project's future work.
The PLinda system model is a collection of loosely coupled processors (no physically
shared memory) communicating over a network (for example, networks of workstations).
PLinda fundamentally assumes the \fail-stop" processor model (i.e., processors fail by
stopping), but can also handle \slowdown" and network failures which do not a ect
tuple space. In PLinda (in fact, Linda), processes can not communicate directly with
each other, but only via tuple space. Therefore, timeout can be used to turn slow
processors to failed ones safely by preventing them from accessing tuple space afterwards
(i.e., stopping them from communicating with the other processes). Likewise, network
failures can be handled.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We begin by discussing the issues
concerning the application of transactions to robust parallel computation. Then, we
describe the design of transactions in PLinda. Section 2.4 explains how to make tuple
space failure-resilient in PLinda. Section 2.5 discusses how to extend the transaction
mechanism to make processes resilient to failure. In Sections 2.6 and 2.7, we explain
9

multiple tuple spaces and process management in PLinda. Section 2.8 compares PLinda
with other fault-tolerant Linda-variant systems and programming languages/systems
that support transactions. Section 2.9 concludes this chapter.

2.2 Transactions and Robust Parallel Computation in the
Linda Model
There are several fault tolerance abstractions for building failure-resilient applications.Among
the popular ones are transactions[6, 34] and ordered atomic broadcast[7, 8, 40, 61].
Transactions have been mostly used for database applications such as bank or airline
reservation applications where reliable management of persistent data is crucial. PLinda
is a research e ort to apply the transaction processing technology to a di erent class of
applications, robust parallel computation. In the design of PLinda we chose transactions
as the primary fault tolerance mechanism for the following reason. Transactions are a
simple but e ective abstraction for controlling concurrent access to shared data and
maintaining a consistent state of shared data in the presence of failure[34]. Transactions
are especially e ective in the Linda model where the tuple space (shared memory) is the
only mechanism for communication between processes and storage of shared data. For
the same reason, most other fault tolerant work on Linda also supports some similar
mechanism, though with less functionality[3, 4].
In this section, we discuss the issues that are raised when transactions are used for
robust parallel computation. First, we explain transactions in the context of databases1.
Transactions are an abstraction with the following ACID properties:
 Atomicity. Regardless of failure, a transaction executes a series of database accessing operations in an \all or nothing" manner. That is, the database re ects all
of the updates (in the commit case) or none of them (in the abort case) | there
is no other possibility. This property implies that partial results from aborted
transactions will not a ect other transactions.
 Consistency. A transaction produces a consistent result, provided that the transaction program is correct and the initial state of the database is consistent.
 Isolation (or serializability). The execution of transactions appears as if they were
executed in a serial order. Transactions require concurrency control for this property. The most common implementation technique for concurrency control is two
phase locking[6, 34]. For a transaction, two phase locking holds locks on accessed
data items until the transaction commits, and therefore prevents transactions from
accessing uncommitted updates.
 Durability. Committed updates in databases survive failure. Disk is generally used
for stable storage and therefore, the updates made by a transaction are saved to disk
Transactions are a general abstraction which is not restricted to database applications. However,
since those applications are typical, our explanation is based on that viewpoint.
1
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at commit. Thus, this property requires disk writes to be implicit in transaction
commits. Since disk access incurs high access latency, transaction commits are
expensive as compared to in-memory operations.
We examine these properties from the point of view of parallel processing. For robust
parallel computation, our goal is to minimize the amount of lost work on failure but with
only low runtime overhead. Runtime overhead comes mostly from concurrency control
and transaction commit overhead. A second concern is programming overhead when the
programmer explicitly uses transactions to build a fault-tolerant application.
Sometimes, there is a tradeo between the two. For example, for database applications, an entire thread execution often encloses a single transaction. On failure, all the
intermediate results are aborted and the entire thread is restarted from scratch; that
is, the whole computation is lost, but data consistency is maintained at little cost in
programming complexity. Fine grain transactions reduce the amount of lost work on
failure. However, if execution of an application consists of a number of transactions,
then transactions can not assure a clean runtime behavior on failure because restarting
the application thread can neither be restarted from scratch nor declared completed. Instead, the thread must leave a persistent indication of where it is in the set of transactions
it has executed. In databases, such persistent indications allowing a multi-transaction
thread to resume from failure is known as mini-batching[34]. Unfortunately, any such
technique to make continuations persistent requires additional programming e ort or
new higher level abstractions. (PLinda currently o ers only low level abstractions as we
will explain later on.)
The serializability property reduces parallelism. For example, if a process is executed
as a single transaction, then it can not communicate to other processes during execution because its computation results become accessible to other processes only after it
terminates.
Most parallel applications do not need the serializability property. We use concurrency control (a weakened form of two phase locking) in order to facilitate a consistent
global state after client failure. In our version of two phase locking, write locks are held
until commit, but read locks are held only while the read occurs (known as degree two
serializability[6, 34] in the database world). The write locks prevent transactions from
accessing updates made by a transaction until the transaction commits. So, a transaction abort a ects no others | it's as if the transaction had never started. Since read
locks do not in uence states of other processes, they do not need to be held until the
commit point. Database systems use that only to ensure serializability which we don't
need.
The durability property requires that updates be written to disk at commit. Therefore, ne grain transactions incur relatively higher runtime overhead. In order to support
robust parallel computation, tuple space must be fault-tolerant. However, robust parallel computation does not necessarily require intermediate results to survive failure, but
intends to minimize the amount of lost work on failure. That is, it is not necessary that
updates be saved to disk every time a transaction commits.
In summary, when the programmer uses transactions for parallel applications, he or
she can have control over simplicity, the amount of lost work on failure, concurrency,
11

and commit overhead. In PLinda, we hope to give the programmer the ability to tune
this tradeo in many di erent ways.

2.3 Transactions in PLinda
In this section, we rst explain the design of PLinda transactions, then discuss how they
can be used, and discuss what extensions are needed to make processes failure-resilient.
Throughout this section, we assume that tuple space is fault-tolerant, because PLinda
treats transactions and fault tolerance in tuple space in an orthogonal way. The next
section will discuss fault tolerance in tuple space.
We have designed the transaction mechanism for PLinda in the following way:
 A process is executed as a series of transactions. When a process experiences
failure, the transaction mechanism aborts the currently active transaction of the
process; that is, the failed process does not lose all the computation work. The
resulting global state is as if the process failed immediately after the end of the
last committed transaction.
 A process makes all the intermediate results accessible (i.e., releases all the write
locks) to the other processes at each commit. Thus, processes can communicate
with each other before they terminate.
 Transaction commits result in writes to tuple space, but not to disk. That is, other
processes use the results under the assumption that tuple space and in turn the
results are reliable. Thus, transaction commits require only in-memory operations.
(If tuple space fails, then the commmits of many transactions will have to be
undone; this is ne because the computations we are interested in have no user
interaction until they complete.)
 The degree two variant of strict two-phase locking is used to prevent processes
from accessing intermediate results from uncommitted transactions during runtime.
This is PLinda's default. When the user wants serializability, he or she can tune
the system to use the full strict two phase locking.
The locking protocols allow the runtime system to abort any transaction of a process without a ecting the execution of other processes | process-private recovery
of a consistent state. This scheme is well suited to process migration, because a
process can suspend execution (i.e., fail) on one machine and resume on another
independently.
Let's look at an example in Figure 2.1. In the example, process A is executed
as a sequence of three transactions and process B as a sequence of four transactions.
Process A committed the rst transaction whose result has already been used by the
second transaction of process B . Then, process A failed during the second transaction.
Even though process A produced intermediate results in tuple space during the second
transaction, the strict two phase locking or degree two serializability protocol guarantees
12
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Figure 2.1:

Execution of A Process as Multiple Transactions
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that the results have not been accessed by process B . Therefore, aborting the second
transaction of process A does not a ect process B .
PLinda provides two language constructs to make a piece of code execute as a transaction: xstart and xcommit. Xstart begins a new transaction, and xcommit commits
it as shown below:

xstart();

arbitraryBlockOfCode

xcommit(tupleSpeci cation );
Here, arbitraryBlockOfCode is a sequence of arbitrary operations except xstart or
xcommit (currently, PLinda does not support nested transactions). The entire arbitraryBlockOfCode is guaranteed to execute atomically (i.e., in an \all-or-nothing" fashion). In
addition, the xcommit operation can also create a tuple as speci ed in tupleSpeci cation.
The tuple is used for continuation committing which will be explained in Section 2.5.
If the expression tupleSpeci cation is omitted, then no tuple is created. In addition to
tuple space operations, process creation operations are also treated as updates to tuple
space and therefore transactions govern their e ect as well. Since a process can start
and commit a transaction explicitly, it may run multiple transactions.
Let's look at some examples to explain how transactions are used for robust parallel
computation. The examples are based on the master/worker programming paradigm
that is most often used in Linda. This paradigm consists of a master process and a
pool of identical worker processes that the master spawns. (The workers are identical in
that they execute the same code; they may do so at di erent speeds.) During execution,
the workers repeatedly grab tasks from a bag of tasks and carry them out. The master
collects results generated by the workers. Figure 2.2 illustrates the programming model.
Figure 2.3 gives skeleton code of a worker process using a transaction in PLinda.
In the example code, the transaction guarantees that each task is executed atomically
in spite of failures. For example, suppose that a worker process fails while performing
a task in a transaction. Then, the transaction will be automatically aborted; all the
updates made for the task including the removal of the task tuple will be undone. Thus,
the transaction mechanism restores a state in which tuple space appears as if the task
had never been started. Another worker that is still functioning will be able to take and
re-execute the task later. In the master/worker programming model, worker processes
normally keep no state. Therefore, the code given in Figure 2.3 is resilient to failure
in the sense that the entire execution can continue and complete correctly in spite of
worker process failure as long as one worker is alive.
Figure 2.4 shows skeleton code for a master process. The master process creates task
tuples in rst transaction and then collects results in the next transaction. If the master
process fails during execution of the rst transaction, there will be no task tuples in
tuple space after abort. If the master fails during the second transaction, the failure will
not a ect the tasks tuples already created in the rst transaction, but only the second
transaction will be aborted; all the deleted (in fact, marked as deleted) result tuples
14
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/* worker process */
int worker()
struct TaskType task;
struct ResultType result;
while(1)
();

f

xstart

f

/* grab a task */
("task", ?task);

in

executeTask(&task, &result);
/* produce a result */
("result", result);

out
g

g

xcommit

();
/* while */

Figure 2.3:

A Fault Tolerant Worker Process
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/* master process */
int master()
int idx,numTasks;
struct TaskType tasks[MAX NUM TASKS];
struct ResultType results[MAX NUM TASKS];

f

xstart();

readSetting(&numTasks);
readTasksFromFile(numTaks, tasks);
for(idx=0; idx<numTasks; ++idx)
("task", tasks[idx]);

out

f

g
xcommit();

xstart();

for(idx=0; idx<numTasks; ++idx)
("result", ?results[idx]);

g
g

in

f

writeResultToFile(numTasks, results);
;

xcommit

Figure 2.4:

A Master Process
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become accessible again. That is, transactions ensure that the tuple space is restored to
a state which does not contain any intermediate updates made by aborted transactions.
However, transactions do not restore the local state of the failed process, for example,
the values of local variables such as numTasks or information about where the master
process has failed. In order to recover from failure, the master process needs to preserve
such information regardless of failure.
PLinda processes use transactions in a few di erent ways:
 Single-transaction processes : Execute an entire process as a single transaction
or simply repeat execution of the same code where each execution is a separate
transaction but there is no inter-transaction dependency. The worker processes
explained above are an example. Transactions make single-transaction processes
resilient to failure.
 Multi-transaction processes : Run multiple transactions within a process. An example is the master process shown in Figure 2.4. The transaction mechanism guarantees that processes appear as if they only fail between two consecutive transactions.
On failure of a multi-transaction process, the transaction mechanism restores a consistent state of tuple space, but does not recover the state of the process at failure
point. Continuation committing, to be discussed, does this.
In summary, the transaction mechanism of PLinda is designed to reduce the amount
of lost work on failure and to restore a consistent state of tuple space after failure,
without signi cant degradation of parallelism or high runtime overhead.
However, the design also raises two issues: reliability in the tuple space and failurerecovery of a process.
 Unlike database transactions which support reliability for databases, the PLinda
transaction mechanism simply assumes reliability of the tuple space and do not
ush updates to disk at commit.
 If the entire execution of an application is treated as a single transaction, then
the runtime system can automatically re-execute the application from scratch. A
failed multi-transaction process can not be restarted from scratch, because that
may cause committed transactions to be executed again. The process must resume
from the point where the last transaction committed, and therefore will not repeat
execution of the committed transactions.
In the following two sections, we will discuss these two issues.

2.4 Fault-tolerant Multiple Tuple Spaces
As mentioned in the previous section, PLinda treats transactions and reliability of tuple
space in an orthogonal way. In this section, we discuss how to make tuple space failureresilient.
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Failure resiliency requires some form of redundancy, either replication on di erent
processors connected by a reliable network or replication on di erent storage media (e.g.,
non-volatile RAM or disk). Due to orthogonality, PLinda can support both approaches
as a tunable feature. Currently, PLinda supports only the latter approach because disks
are better suited to our separate goal of persistence. However, we plan to add the former
approach to the implementation in the future.
PLinda is designed to support two kinds of tuple space:
 Checkpoint-protected tuple space. Unlike most transaction processing systems[6,
34], PLinda replicates the \transaction-consistent" state of tuple space on disk
only periodically called tuple space checkpoint. Transaction commit operations do
not require updates to be written to disk before they are nished. The transactionconsistent state is one that re ects the updates made by all and only the committed
transactions. Figure 2.5 shows a snapshot of execution using checkpoint-protected
tuple space. If the tuple space fails and recovers, then it will be restored to the last
checkpointed state on disk. However, when a process su ers failure, tuple space
can recover a consistent state by aborting the transaction being executed by the
process, without restoring the last checkpointed state.
The advantages of this design are to allow tuple space to execute transaction commits eciently and the user to decide the frequency of checkpointing at runtime.
This is our default runtime option and works provided the user cares only about
the nal result of the computation, not about any intermediate result.
 Stable tuple space2. All the updates made by a transaction are replicated on disk,
before the transaction commits as in conventional database systems. Therefore,
the latest transaction-consistent state of tuple space is always maintained on disk.
Figure 2.5 illustrates stable tuple space. On recovery after failure, tuple space will
always be restored to the last transaction-consistent state. In this case, updates
made by committed transactions will survive failures of tuple space | durability.
In the case of tuple space failure, checkpoint-protected tuple space may lose consistency with processes. More speci cally, a recovered state of tuple space loses the updates
made by the transactions committed between the last checkpoint and the failure point.
In Figure 2.5, states of processes and the checkpointed state of tuple space on disk are
inconsistent, because the checkpointed state does not re ect the updates made by the
third transaction of process A and the second transaction of process B . The transaction
mechanism cannot undo the e ect of the committed transactions on running processes
and states of the processes may already re ect the lost transactions.
In this case, the PLinda runtime system forces all the running processes to perform
failure-recovery operations. In PLinda, each process saves local state to tuple space at
each commit and recovers the state saved at the last commit from tuple space on recovery
after failure. The process restores consistency with tuple space on failure recovery.
Failure-recovery of a process will be explained in the next section.
2

Stable tuple space has not fully been implemented in the current prototype system
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Checkpoint-protected Tuple Space
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Stable Tuple Space
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Stable tuple space does not lose updates made by committed transactions as shown in
Figure 2.5, so is less expensive than checkpoint-protected tuple space on recovery because
committed transactions are not required to be re-executed. In contrast, checkpointprotected tuple space is ecient during normal execution but incurs overhead on recovery
from failure. Since failure is in fact rare, checkpoint-protected tuple space is better suited
to robust parallel computation in which only the nal answer is important.
If by contrast, intermediate transaction commits might be important, as in a transaction processing monitor application[34], stable tuple space would be more appropriate.

2.5 Continuation Committing
In this section, we discuss how to make processes resilient to failure. There are two
approaches to resilient processes: process replication with atomic broadcast and process
checkpointing. PLinda takes the latter approach for resilient processes because the former approach requires redundant processors for each process as well as synchronization
which can be too costly for parallel computation.
In order to be failure-resilient, a process needs to replicate sucient information
about its state to continue executing after failure. One simple approach is to save the
entire process image (i.e., a control stack, state of address space and contents of machine registers). This approach makes failure-recovery simple (in fact, user-transparent
recovery is possible) because all information is available at that point, but is generally
expensive because the size of a process image is large. Another more complex but less
expensive approach is to save only critical information about the state during normal
execution and to re-construct state from that information on recovery from failure. This
approach requires explicit operations for recovery.
PLinda has adopted the second approach (which we call continuation committing).
This scheme allows the programmer to customize the replication operation in the way
that each process saves only critical data required to resume execution on recovery after
failure. Typically, this includes an indication of which transactions have completed, and
any key data variables.
The continuation committing mechanism is based on the following two operations:
 Xcommit: Allows a process to save local state to tuple space at each commit.
Xcommit can create a tuple in tuple space that re ects local state at that point. If
there is already a tuple created by the previous xcommit, then it is overwritten.
The tuple is only accessible when the xcommit operation is nished; that is, its
transaction is committed. Only the process or its backup processes can access the
tuple using the xrecover operation explained below.
 Xrecover: Retrieves the tuple created by the last committed transaction. It can be
used in the same way as rdp. If there is no tuple created by the xcommit operation,
then it simply returns false. A backup process which takes over the remaining task
of a failed process uses the xrecover operation to restore the state of the failed
process at the last commit point.
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Using these operations, the programmer designs each process to save information
about local state (in fact, only contents of local variables to be required for failurerecovery) at each commit and to restore the state saved at the last commit on recovery
from failure.
The example in Figure 2.7 shows how to use these operations. It presents a faulttolerant version of the code given in Figure 2.4. In the code, only the underlined operations are those which are added for continuation committing. How it works is almost
self-explanatory, but we give a brief explanation. For this process, the values of only
two variables transId and numTasks are sucient to restore local state on recovery and
therefore saved to tuple space at each commit. In order to record where failure happens,
the code assigns a logical identi er of integer type to each transaction and always sets
local variable transId to point to the current transaction. On recovery, this variable
is used to nd out where the process fails. Also, variable numTasks is needed because
the rst and the second transactions share the variable and failure may happen between
them.
On the failure of a process, the runtime system automatically detects it and respawns
the process again. We call the new process the \backup process." In PLinda, the
primary process and backup processes run the same executable but are designed to
behave di erently. At the beginning of the execution, the code checks if the current
process is a backup process, by calling the xrecover operation. If the process is a
backup one, then the xrecover operation retrieves contents of the local variables saved
by the failed process and returns true; otherwise, the operation simply returns false.
Writing a recoverable process entails inserting operations to skip committed transactions. This is usually simple as illustrated in Figure 2.7. The technique is to set a
local variable to point to the next transaction upon commit. The recovery code simply
locates that transaction.
The advantage of continuation committing is that the programmer can take advantage of characteristics of the application when designing processes to be resilient to
failure. For example, the master process in Figure 2.4 can construct local state from
only two variables transId and numTasks on recovery. In Figure 2.7, the code exploits
the characteristic. Therefore, eciency and exibility are advantages of continuation
committing, but additional programming overhead is a drawback.
The scheme is motivated by the fact that many coarse grain parallel applications
which have simple control structures can be easily made fault-tolerant if transactions are
available.

2.6 Tuple Groups: a namespace management issue
In addition to failure-resiliency, PLinda extends the Linda at tuple space model to
support multiple tuple spaces which are called tuple groups. In Linda, all tuples are
always accessible to every process. So, tuple space access operations from a process may
con ict with those from others by accident if they happen to use the same pattern of
tuples for di erent purposes. Such cases are likely in practice, especially, in large scale
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/* master process */
int master()

f

int transId = 0;
int idx, numTasks;
struct TaskType tasks[MAX NUM TASKS];
struct ResultType results[MAX NUM TASKS];
// retrieve state tuple
(?transId, ?numTasks);

xrecover

f

if(transId == 0)
();
readSetting(&numTasks);
readTasksFromFile(numTasks, tasks);

xstart

for(idx=0; idx<numTasks; ++idx)
("task", tasks[idx]);

out

g

g
xcommit(++transId,

numTasks);

f

if(transId == 1)
();
for(idx=0; idx<numTasks; ++idx)
("result", ?results[idx]);

xstart
g

g

f

in

f

writeResultToFile(numTasks, results);
numTasks);

xcommit(++transId,

g
Figure 2.7:

A Fault Tolerant Master Process
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gid ts handle;
int ivar;
oat fvar;
ts handle = create group("my tuple space");
out[ts handle]("sample tuple", 1, 2.5);
in[ts handle]("sample tuple", ?ivar, ?fvar);
destroy group(ts handle);
Figure 2.8:

Tuple Space Creation and Destruction in PLinda

applications which include a large number of components or are developed over a long
period of time.
In PLinda, applications can have multiple tuple spaces. They explicitly create and
destroy tuple spaces using the create group and destroy group operations which have
the following form:

create group(tupleSpaceName )
destroy group(tupleSpaceHandle )
Here, tupleSpaceName is the name of a new tuple space to be created and is supposed to be either a string constant or a variable of string type. The create group
operation returns a handle to the new tuple space whose data type is called gid. The
destroy group takes either a gid constant or a variable of gid type.
Tuple spaces can be accessed by only those processes with handles to them; that is,
the tuple space access operations such as out, in, rd, inp and rdp take a tuple space
handle as follows:

operator[tupleSpaceHandle ](tupleSpeci cation )
If the expression [tupleSpaceHandle ] is omitted as in Figures 2.3 and 2.4, then the
access operations assume a default tuple space. An example of multiple tuple spaces is
shown in Figure 2.8.
In PLinda, tuple group handles are rst-class objects which processes can pass
through tuple space. Thus, a group of processes may communicate privately by making
one of the group members create a tuple group and pass the handle only to the group
members.
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2.7 Process Management
Chapter 1 explained process management in Linda which is not resilient to failure.
PLinda redesigns it to provide fault tolerance and to facilitate portability. Portability is especially important on networks of workstations because they generally consist of
heterogeneous machines and operating systems. Regarding process management, PLinda
di ers from Linda in the following ways:
 Di erent unit of parallelism: an executable le at the OS-level.
 Transactional process creation.
 Automatic failure detection and backup process restart.
First, PLinda uses an OS-level executable le (like a.out generated by the cc compiler) as the unit of parallelism; that is, a process is invoked to execute an executable le.
This design allows the runtime system to exploit the process management facility available in the underlying OS such as UNIX, instead of providing customized mechanisms.
For example, the current implementation invokes a PLinda process using the execl library function in the UNIX or UNIX-variant OS's. Therefore, the design facilitates
portability and heterogeneous processing.
Because of the di erent unit of parallelism PLinda provides two new operations for
process invocation: proc eval and arg rdp. They have the following forms:

proc eval(tupleSpeci cation )
arg rdp(accessPatternSpeci cation )
The design is intended to be reminiscent of the Linda eval operation. Like eval in
Linda, the proc eval operation takes a series of expressions to be converted to a tuple
(which is called argument tuple). However, the rst eld of an argument tuple must be
the name of an executable le. The proc eval operation constructs the argument tuple
rst, and then creates a process to run the executable le speci ed in the eld.
The new process can retrieve the argument tuple using the arg rdp operation. The
arg rdp operation is used exactly in the same way as rdp. However, the argument
tuple is private to the process or its backup processes in case of failure; in other words,
the other processes can not access it. Thus, the spawning and spawned processes can
communicate via the argument safely.
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 give an example showing how to create processes in PLinda.
The example is a \single-producer/multiple-consumer" program consisting of two les:
producer.c and consumer.c. As in Linda, PLinda assumes a prede ned name for
the main function which is real main. A producer runs the code in producer.c and
consumers executes the code in consumer.c. In producer.c, the name of the executable
for consumers is assumed to be consumer.
As explained in Section 2.3, the transaction mechanism also governs the e ect of
process creation. For example, consider the two proc eval operations in Figure 2.9.
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int

real main(int

argc, char** argv, char** env)

f

char data[DATA LEN];
ts handle;

gid

xstart();

create group

ts handle =
("channel");
("consumer", ts handle);
("consumer", ts handle);
(); // after commit, the two consumers can start

proc eval
proc eval
xcommit
f

while(1)
();
if(readData(data)<0) break;
[ts handle]("data",data);
();

xstart

g

out
xcommit

g
Figure 2.9:

Producer in PLinda

The processes which they spawn start to run only after the transaction commits (i.e.,
the xcommit operation completes). If the transaction aborts due to failure, then the
newly created processes are aborted automatically.
Finally, the runtime system detects failure of a process, once it starts, and automatically spawns another backup process on failure. The backup process takes over the task
of the failed process. Unlike transparent approaches where the backup process continues
execution transparently, PLinda requires backup processes to take over tasks of their
failed processes explicitly.

2.8 Related work

2.8.1 Fault Tolerance Work on Linda

In [3, 4], Bakken and Schlichting present FT-Linda, a variant of Linda that addresses fault
tolerance. For tuple space reliability, FT-Linda assumes a set of replicated tuple spaces
connected together by an ordered atomic broadcast network. Thus, FT-Linda is better
than PLinda for fault tolerant applications where availability is important. However, the
PLinda checkpoint-protected tuple space can be more ecient during normal execution
(unless there is special hardware support for communication) because it does not require
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int

real main(int

argc, char** argv, char** env)

f

char name[LEN];
ts handle;

gid

// retrieve the argument tuple
(?name, ?ts handle);

arg rdp

char data[DATA LEN];
while(1)
();
[ts handle]("data",?data);
processData(data);
();

xstart
in

g

f

xcommit

g
Figure 2.10:

Consumer in PLinda

runtime overhead due to ordered atomic broadcast.
Like PLinda, FT-Linda does not provide transparent process resiliency but allows the
programmer to make processes resilient to failure using a restricted form of transaction
mechanism called atomic guarded statements. Atomic guarded statements can execute
multiple tuple space operations atomically, but do not allow computation between the
operations.
With respect to programming e ort, FT-Linda requires programmers to clean up
intermediate results of failed processes in tuple space and to respawn backup processes
explicitly. In contrast, PLinda cleans up intermediate results of failed processes and
respawns backup processes automatically.
FT-Linda saves local state of a process using Linda tuple space operations, but
PLinda supports separate continuation committing operations for that purpose. In
PLinda, the runtime system optimizes such checkpointing operation.
Power failures are the most frequent kind of hardware failures. They usually cause
all processors to fail. FT-Linda stores everything in volatile storage and loses it in the
event of total failure. However, processes and tuple space can still survive total failure
in PLinda because they rely on persistent storage such as disk. In institutes where all
the machines are rebooted periodically, fault-tolerant long-running parallel applications
also need to rely on disks.
The Piranha system is a Linda variant designed to utilize idle workstations e ectively
for parallel computation [44]. In spite of its di erent objective and no direct concern for
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fault tolerance, Piranha deals with fault tolerance-related issues, and shows another use
of fault tolerance.
In the Piranha system, worker processes, called Piranha, execute tasks on idle workstations. When an idle workstation becomes busy again, the Piranha processes on the
workstation \retreat." The retreat operation requires the Piranha processes to abort
their current tasks and terminate immediately; thus, retreat has the same e ect as failure. Then, the aborted tasks are re-executed by Piranhas on other idle workstations.
The Piranha model assumes that Piranha processes execute each task atomically in spite
of retreat.
From the point of view of fault tolerance, the current Piranha system has one drawback: it requires programmers to clean up intermediate results at retreat. That makes
programming dicult.
Piranha could be enhanced by mechanisms such as PLinda transactions to make the
clean-up of intermediate results automatic. Moreover, such mechanisms would make Piranha processes resilient to processor failure. In addition, designing stateful Piranha processes would also be simpler with mechanisms like continuation committing in PLinda.
Other fault tolerance work has also produced useful ideas. Xu and Liskov proposed
a protocol to replicate tuples and to maintain consistency of replicas, despite processor
failures[66]. [43] discussed the performance and availability issues concerning replication
techniques for tuple space. [17] also presented a protocol to relax the consistency of tuple
space replicas to improve performance. [42] proposed a scheme based on checkpointing
the processes and logging all the tuple space accesses.

2.8.2 Programming Languages and Systems Supporting Transactions

There have been research e orts to develop programming languages and systems to
use transactions as the foundation for constructing distributed applications. They are
Argus[47], Avalon[26], Camelot[26], Clouds[21] and TABS[27].
Argus is a programming language and system to support the implementation and execution of distributed applications such as mail systems and inventory control systems[47].
The principal mechanism of Argus is guardians which are a special kind of abstract objects. Guardians encapsulate information within local state and permit it to be accessed
by means of special procedures, called handlers, that can be called from other guardians.
Reliability and concurrency control are supported by saving local state to disk and running every handler call as a transaction or a nested transaction.
Avalon[26] is a set of linguistic constructs which can be implemented as extensions to
familiar programming languages such as C++, Common Lisp and Ada. The computation
model of Avalon resembles that of Argus. However, Avalon gives the programmer explicit
control over commit and abort operations but Argus does not.
One may use one of these systems for coarse grain parallel applications because they
support parallelism. However, there are several drawbacks against such use. First, they
are explicitly designed for the client-server programming style which is not common for
parallel applications. Parallel application programmers must be forced to use the style.
Second, nested transactions do not require disk writes at commit but increase book-
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keeping overhead in the runtime system. Top-level transactions are expensive because
updates need to be saved to disk at commit. Finally, even though nested transactions allow more concurrency, they are still based on a hierarchical calling structure and prevent
interaction between sibling transactions. In Avalon, locking protocols can be customized,
but such custom locking protocols complicate failure recovery.
In contrast, PLinda allows the computation of any process to be simply divided
into a sequence of separate transactions. Thus, processes can be easily designed to
communicate with each other. Implementation of the runtime system is also relatively
simpler because of the at transaction model. Checkpoint-protected tuple space makes
transaction commits ecient.
Camelot[26], Clouds[21] and TABS[27] provide distributed transaction facilities as a
set of user libraries or operating system features. Like Avalon and Argus, they are aimed
at distributed applications and have similar drawbacks as Avalon and Argus, when they
are used for parallel computation.

2.9 Summary
In this chapter, we described the design of PLinda. Throughout the design of PLinda, our
research e ort has been focused on: (1) studying issues relating transactions to parallel
computation and (2) optimizing and extending transaction mechanisms to address the
issues.
Transactions are designed to support the ACID properties, but it is not necessary to
use all the properties. For example, isolation and durability are not needed for robust
parallel computation. Also, the length of transactions has signi cant impact on simplicity, the amount of lost work on failure, concurrency and transaction commit overhead.
There is a tradeo between short and long transactions. Short transactions lose less
work on failure and give greater concurrency, but increase the programming complexity
and commit overhead.
In order to reduce commit overhead, PLinda treats transactions and reliability of
tuple space orthogonally. Transactions do not write to disk on commit, but simply to
the tuple space. This allows ecient transaction commits and minimizes the losses in
case a client processor fails or becomes busy. PLinda makes the tuple space resilient
to failure by using checkpointing. This is called checkpoint-protected tuple space. This
works, but entails relatively high recovery overhead if the tuple space server crashes.
In PLinda, the programmer designs processes to be failure-resilient explicitly, using
the transaction and continuation committing mechanisms. Each process saves enough
information about its state to tuple space at each commit to form its continuation. This
scheme has advantages of eciency and exibility as explained in Section 2.5, but requires
explicit operations for fault tolerance. In practice, we usually use a few transactions for
coarse grain parallel applications and therefore the amount of additional programming
overhead is often negligible.
In addition to fault tolerance, PLinda supports multiple tuple spaces to facilitate
tuple management in large-scale parallel applications. Also, PLinda designs the process
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management to enhance portability. Portability is important for networks of workstations.
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Chapter 3

Tunable Execution
3.1 Introduction
In the last chapter, we described how a fault-tolerant application is designed in PLinda.
In this chapter, we discuss how the execution of such an application can be tuned at
runtime. A resilient process is one that can make progress and terminate correctly
regardless of failure during execution. To make a process resilient, it is essential to
replicate state to other processors or disks. Replication constitutes the major overhead
of resilience. The amount of overhead depends on the size of data for replication and
the frequency of replication operations. Also, there is a tradeo between the frequency
of replication and the amount of work lost on failure.
Recall that PLinda allows the programmer to control the size of data for replication
(i.e., contents of continuation and the shared data) and the frequency of replication
operations (i.e., transaction commit points) when designing fault-tolerant processes. The
only constraint on the programmer is that commits are required for communication: a
process must commit before any of the tuples it has produced can be read by other
processes.
The current design of PLinda allows the user to tune execution of the continuation
committing operations in three ways:
 Commit-consistent execution. A process saves continuation to tuple space at every
commit as speci ed by the programmer. On failure, the process recovers its state
from the continuation of the last commit, independently of other processes.
This method works well when continuations are small.
 Message logging/replay. A process saves continuation to tuple space only when requested by the runtime system (the frequency is a tuning parameter). However, its
tuple space access operations are recorded during normal execution and replayed to
reconstruct the state at the last commit on failure recovery. On failure, the process
may need to re-execute committed transactions but still can recover independently
of others.
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This method works well when continuations are large, but tuple space modi cations
are small.
 Coordinated checkpointing. Processes do not save continuations to tuple space
independently. Periodically, the runtime system forces all the processes to save
continuations to tuple space and then checkpoints tuple space to disk. On any
failure, tuple space is rst restored to the last checkpointed state on disk and
processes recover their states from the restored tuple space. That is, a single
failure leads to massive rollback.
This method is fastest in the failure-free case.
In this chapter, we consider only client side failures for the two reasons. First, processes and tuple space are treated orthogonally in PLinda with respect to fault tolerance.
Second, all the three methods handle server failures in the exactly same way: tuple space
is rst restored to the checkpoint on disk and then all the processes recover their state
from the restored tuple space.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We start with the motivation for
this tunable approach. Then, Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 describe the commit-consistent
execution, message logging/replay and coordinated checkpointing methods, respectively.
In Section 3.6, we present correctness proofs for these execution methods. In Section 3.7,
we compare the tunable execution mechanism of PLinda with transparent checkpointing
and rollback-recovery techniques. Finally, we summarize this chapter in Section 3.8.

3.2 Motivation
In this section, we discuss example applications to motivate our tunable approach to the
execution of fault-tolerant processes. We rst look at applications which can be executed
eciently without tuning. Then, we consider those which would require runtime tuning
so as not to su er severe performance overhead due to continuation committing.
For the rst class of applications, we discuss those based on the \master/worker"
programming model. In this model, task descriptions, data and intermediate results are
placed in shared memory or a globally accessible location. Processes (called workers)
read task descriptions and data from shared memory, carry them out, and put results
back into shared memory. Since a task can be executed by any process (processes are
decoupled from tasks and data), a slow process does not become a bottleneck. In other
words, processes on fast machines do more work and those on slow machines do less
thus achieving load balancing. This model is widely used for applications targeted at
networks of workstations where load balancing is crucial for performance.
The PLinda programming PLinda model is well-suited to applications based on the
master/worker model for the following reason. Since processes (i.e., workers) do not
maintain intermediate results in local state, they do not have much critical information
in local state; that is, they have small continuations. Therefore, continuation committing
operations are cheap so the programmer can design processes to execute continuation
committing frequently to reduce the amount of work lost on failure.
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However, the master/worker programming model is not suitable for applications
where tasks need a lot of input data and produce a lot of result data. A typical example is the class of scienti c applications which solve partial di erential equations. They
usually update large matrices continuously during computation. For these applications,
a programming technique called data partitioning (also called domain decomposition) is
often used. This programming technique reduces data movement (i.e., communication)
among processes by designing an application to distribute data into the local state of
processes at the beginning and to perform computation and to maintain intermediate
results as locally as possible.
Since the intermediate results in local state must survive failure, they must be included in continuations which are thus required to be large. Therefore, continuation
committing is very expensive for these processes. Since continuations are required only
on failure and failure is in fact rare, it makes sense to perform continuation committing
less frequently for better runtime performance although this increases failure recovery
overhead. In PLinda, the runtime tuning capability allows such tradeo s. Also, such approach is e ective in situations where idle machines are utilized for parallel computation
and non-idleness (which is treated as failure) is rare, for example, during o -duty hours.
In summary, PLinda allows the programmer to reduce the size of data for continuation committing by including only critical information in continuations when designing a
fault-tolerant application. If processes have small continuations, this scheme allows ecient execution of continuation committing. However, continuation committing becomes
expensive for applications where processes have large continuations. For these applications, PLinda provides the tunable execution mechanism which allows the end-user to
trade frequency of continuation committing against failure recovery overhead.

3.3 Commit-consistent Execution
In the commit-consistent execution method, each process's continuation is saved to tuple
space at each commit as speci ed in the code. That is, the method is consistent with
the programmer's viewpoint.
This execution method is most e ective for applications where processes have small
continuations. Applications based on the master/worker programming model are typical
examples.
Figure 3.1 illustrates this execution method. The gure shows how a multi-transaction
process recovers from failure. The process is executed as a series of transactions; Ti and
Ci denote the i-th transaction and continuation at the commit of the i-th transaction,
respectively. Ci is saved to tuple space at the commit of Ti . In the gure, the process experiences failure during transaction T4 | physical failure. Then, the transaction
mechanism aborts all the intermediate work of T4 . After the abort, the state of execution
appears as if the process failed after T3 and before T4 | logical failure. On recovery
from failure, the process recovers continuation C3 from tuple space and restarts from the
beginning of transaction T4.
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Figure 3.1:

Commit-consistent Execution
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T4

3.4 Message Logging/Replay
In PLinda, fault-tolerant processes are designed to perform continuation committing at
each commit. However, the message logging/replay method allows these processes to
avoid executing a continuation committing operation at each commit. This implies that
processes may have to re-execute transactions committed since the latest continuation
committing operation on failure recovery. In other words, failure recovery overhead is
traded for better runtime performance.
In this method, processes can still recover from failure independently of other processes as in commit-consistent execution, but message logging (i.e., recording execution
of tuple retrieval operations such as in and rd) is required during normal execution.
Therefore, this method is well-suited to applications where processes have large continuation, but access tuple space rarely.
In this method, a process's continuation is saved to tuple space only periodically but
the continuation at the last commit is reconstructed, instead of being retrieved from tuple
space, on failure recovery. Reconstruction of continuation is based on message logging
and replay techniques which are similar to work by Strom and Yemini[59]. Speci cally,
the method is as follows:
 Periodic continuation committing and continuous message logging.
1. A process performs a continuation committing operation on tuple space only
when the runtime system explicitly requests it. (How frequently that occurs
is a tuning parameter.) That is, although the semantics of the operations is
that they occur at each commit point, the system will not implement them
that way.
2. For a running process, the tuple space server (the process which manages
tuple space at runtime) maintains the history of the committed input tuple
space operations (i.e., the in and rd operations) executed by the process since
the last continuation commit. Thus, for each input tuple retrieval operation
(in, rd), the history contains information about which tuple is accessed and
its value. As we said above, these input operations carry much less data than
the continuation committing operations in the applications we know about.
3. Once a process saves its private state to tuple space (i.e., performs the continuation committing operation), the history discards all the process's previous
input tuple space operations. It begins to collect these again starting with
the transaction following the continuation committing operation.

 Rollback and Replay
1. If a process fails and recovers, then it rst restores the latest saved private
state and resumes execution from that state. However, the continuation at
the last commit is reconstructed replaying the history as explained below.
2. In the history, out and eval operations are ignored, because the tuple space
has already re ected their execution.
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Figure 3.2:

Message Logging and Replay

3. For rd and in operations, the history is replayed.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the message logging and replay method. The gure shows how
the message logging/reply method executes and recovers the same multi-transaction
process shown in Figure 3.1. In the gure, the process saves continuation C1 to tuple
space when it commits transaction T1. After that, the process does not perform the
continuation committing operations for transactions T2 and T3 . Instead, the runtime
system records the tuple space operations for T2 and T3 . The process experiences failure
during transaction T4. On recovery from failure, the process recovers state C1 from tuple
space and reconstructs state C3 by replaying the recorded operations for T2 and T3 . The
process resumes normal execution from C3.
The PLinda message logging/replay method is similar to work by Strom and Yemini[59].
However, their and our techniques di er in several ways. First, the PLinda message
logging/replay method is based on the transaction mechanism. Therefore, transaction
processing overhead (mainly lock management in PLinda) is implicit in PLinda. Second, disk access is not required in PLinda. Finally, the PLinda message logging/replay
method allows processes to save local state and recover from failure independently of
other processes; by contrast, Strom and Yemini's techniques need to perform dependency tracking on recovery from failure and to roll back other processes (i.e., cascaded
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rollbacks).

3.5 Coordinated Checkpointing
The message logging/replay method is ecient for applications in which processes have
large continuations (e.g., processes based on data partitioning) but communicate (i.e.,
access tuple space) rarely. However, if processes communicate frequently, continuous
message logging overhead may o set the performance gain due to the avoidance of saving
continuation at each commit.
For such applications, PLinda supports the coordinated checkpointing method1. In
this execution method, a process does not save its continuation to tuple space at each
commit, and message logging is not performed during normal execution. Instead, the
runtime system takes a global snapshot and saves it to disk periodically. This method
is reminiscent of work by Koo and Tueg[45]. Speci cally, this execution method is as
follows:
1. As in message logging/replay, a process performs continuation committing only
when the runtime system explicitly requests it. Instead, the process makes a local
copy of continuation at each commit and keeps it until the next commit. Maintenance of a local copy is required because a continuation can be requested at any
point.
2. Periodically, the tuple space server broadcasts a continuation committing request
to every process | activation of coordinated checkpointing. Unlike transparent coordinated checkpointing which makes the entire system quiescent, the tuple space
server still allows tuple space access and process creation operations but blocks
transaction commit requests until the coordinated checkpointing operation is nished. Transaction commit requests need to be blocked in order to take a snapshot
of a transaction-consistent global state.
3. Once the tuple space server receives continuations from all the processes, it saves
a transaction-consistent state of the tuple space including those continuations to
disk | termination of coordinated checkpointing.
4. Each transaction-consistent snapshot forms a recovery line. If a process or tuple
space fails, then all the processes and the tuple space roll backs to the latest
transaction-consistent snapshot from disk.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the coordinated checkpointing method. In the gure, processes
only make local copies of continuation at each commit. Coordinated checkpointing is
activated when processes 1, process 2, and process 3 are executing transactions T41 , T32
We do not aim at ne grain parallel applications but we believe PLinda can perform adequately
on those applications which have a modest amount of communication. Regardless of fault tolerance, ne grain parallel applications do not perform well on networks of workstations because of slow
communication.
1
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and T23, respectively. Then, they save local copies of continuation made at the last
commits to tuple space and the state of tuple space is checkpointed to disk.
Process 2 fails later and the failure forces all the processes and tuple space to restore
their states from the last checkpointed state on disk. That is, failure recovery is expensive
in this method.

3.6 Correctness Proof
In Chapter 2 and this chapter, we presented the PLinda fault tolerance scheme which
consists of the fault tolerance mechanisms, programming techniques for constructing a
fault-tolerant application and the three execution methods. In this section, we prove the
correctness of the fault tolerance scheme.
Our proof strategy is as follows. We rst formalize the properties of a fault tolerant
PLinda program that is built according to the fault tolerance scheme. Based on the
properties, we then prove inductively that for a completed execution of a fault tolerant
PLinda program P , there is some equivalent possible execution of the Linda program L
where L is obtained from P by removing statements aimed at fault tolerance. We call
L the Linda Kernel of P .
We assume that an execution of a PLinda program may experience two types of
failures: tuple space failure and process failure. Both of these are clean fail-stop failures.
When the tuple space fails, the tuple space in virtual memory is corrupted but any
checkpoints to secondary storage (which can be mirrored) are not disturbed. A process
failure is the death of a process (though slowdowns may be treated as process death by
the runtime system.)
We present a series of de nitions leading to the correctness proof.
De nition 1 For a process, a local state is de ned to be the entire process image (i.e.,
the control stack and the data and code segments) at a certain point.
De nition 2 For a local state of a process, an encoded continuation (for short, a continuation) is de ned to be the contents of a set of local variables from which the local
state can be re-constructed.
In Chapter 2, we showed a way to de ne an encoded continuation. Since a local state can
be re-constructed from the corresponding continuation, we use them interchangeably in
this proof.
De nition 3 A state of tuple space consists of tuples and all the processes' latest continuations. Tuples may be locked. For a process, the continuation is not necessarily the
one at the last commit.
De nition 4 A PLinda transaction is abortable if it accesses only local variables, unlocked tuples, tuple space variables locked by that transaction, or read-only les.
The PLinda transaction mechanism can guarantee that no other transaction can access
the updates or processes created by an aborted transaction.
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De nition 5 A multi-transaction process is de ned as follows:
1. The execution is composed of a sequence of abortable transactions, T1 ! T2 !
   ! Tn, for some n.
2. The execution makes a series of local state transitions, s0 ! s1 !    ! sn where
s0 is the initial local state and si is the local state at the commit of transaction
Ti for i = 1;    ; n. The commit of transaction Ti consists of unlocking any tuples
that Ti modi ed and may consist of storing the continuation encoding the process
state in tuple space at the end of Ti.

De nition 6 A PLinda process is time-independent if its output values and assignments
to its local variables depend only on the values it reads from the tuple space and read-only
les and on the initial setting of its program variables.

For a time-independent process, delays do not in uence behavior.

De nition 7 A PLinda process is de ned to be Failure Tolerance-structured (for short,

FT-structured) if it is designed as follows:
1. The process is time-independent.
2. The process is a multi-transaction process.
3. The process saves a continuation Cn to tuple space at the commit of each transaction Tn for some n.
4. If the process fails while executing a transaction Tk+1 , it restarts from the beginning
of Tk+1 by restoring a continuation Ck from tuple space.
Note that this de nition speci es how to design an FT-structured process, but, as we will
see, the execution of the process may di er if the message logging/replay or coordinated
checkpointing methods are used at runtime.

De nition 8 A computation is output-only if:
1. The computation reads input data from read-only les or tuple space.
2. Commits are atomic. That is, no two commits overlap in time.2
3. Upon termination of the computation, all the processes terminate and all the transactions are committed.
4. The computation stores the nal results in tuple space.
5. The end-user observes the only nal results in tuple space as opposed to intermediate results or local variables.
2

In general, we need only that the execution is equivalent to this condition.
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An output-only process may redo some of its transactions provided this repeated work
does not a ect its nal outcome.

De nition 9 An entire PLinda program is de ned to be FT-structured if it is outputonly and all the processes are FT-structured.

In Section 2.5, we explained how to design a process to be FT-structured using
transaction and continuation committing statements.

De nition 10 For an execution of an FT-structured PLinda program, a system state

consists of all the committed tuples in the tuple space and all the processes' continuations
(or, local states) at the last commit points. The nal state contains only committed tuples
because all the processes terminate upon termination of the computation.

Note that by this de nition, executing a transaction doesn't change the system state
(since local variable changes are ignored). Since the commit operation atomically changes
both the tuple space and the last continuation of a process, all normal state changes occur
at commit points.

De nition 11 A failure-free system state is one that is reachable in a failure-free execution.

De nition 12 Suppose two output-only PLinda (or Linda) executions start from the

same failure-free system state S . They are de ned to be equivalent if they terminate
with the same nal system state S .
0

3.6.1 Proof

We consider operations or events in the execution of an FT-structured PLinda program.
The execution consists of tuple space access or process creation operations (e.g., in, rd,
out, proc eval), transaction-start, transaction-commit, checkpoint-begin, checkpointing
operations, checkpoint-end, process failure-occur, process recovery operations, process
recovery-complete, and tuple space failure/checkpoint recovery.
Since transaction-start, tuple space access or process creation operations of some
transation T are not observed by other processes until transaction T commits, we ignore
them and consider only transaction commit.
We create a total order of these events based on their order in time. (If two are
concurrent, then order them in either way.) We call this the event schedule.
For the sake of clarity, we describe rules of the checkpointing operation and the
execution methods. We rst consider the checkpointing operation. Recall that the
checkpointing operation writes the tuple space to secondary storage media, e.g., disks.
1. The checkpointing operation is activated only when previous failures are fully recovered.
2. All the processes save their continuations at the last commits to tuple space before
the checkpointing operation starts.
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3. No process is allowed to commit transactions during checkpointing.
4. The initial checkpoint is empty. If the execution recovers a system state from the
initial checkpoint, then it restarts from scratch.
5. The checkpointed state on disk is not corrupted even if a failure occurs during
checkpointing. Dual checkpoints (the latest and the next latest checkpoints) are
maintained; checksums and last update times are used to nd the latest valid
checkpoint on failure recovery.
We now consider the execution methods.
1. Commit-consistent execution method. This method executes the continuation committing operation at each commit. That is, tuple space always contains the continuation at the last commit for each process.
If a process fails while executing the (k+1)-th transaction Tk+1 , the method restarts
the process from the beginning of Tk+1 by restoring the continuation Ck at the
commit of the k-th transaction from tuple space.
2. Message logging/replay. This method suppresses normal continuation committing operations. However, the tuple space server logs tuple space operations for
each process since the last checkpoint; each process maintains a local copy of the
continuation at the last commit. Further, all the processes saves local copies of
continuations to tuple space at each checkpoint.
If a process fails while executing the (k+1)-th transaction Tk+1 , the process may
restores a continuation Ci from tuple space for i < k. By replaying the execution
history of the process (but omitting writes the process made to tuple space), the
method guarantees that the process recovers Ck without a ecting the execution of
other processes.
3. Coordinated checkpointing method. As in the message logging/replay, this method
suppresses the continuation committing operations, and every process maintains a
local copy of the continuation at the last commit and saves the latest copy to tuple
space at each checkpoint. However, the tuple space server does not log tuple space
operations.
If a process fails, the tuple space server is restored to the checkpointed state on
disk and all the processes recover their states from the restored tuple space.
We now construct a correctness proof using the de nitions given above.

Lemma 1 For a terminating execution E of an FT-Structured PLinda program P that

has su ered no failures and begins in a failure-free initial state, there is some equivalent
execution of its Linda kernel L.

Proof. During E , the operations aimed at fault tolerance (i.e., transactions, continuation committing, and tuple space checkpointing) only delay other Linda or Linda-variant
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operations by locking. They also generate data (continuations or checkpoints) which are
never read as long as there is no failure.
However, the Linda model does not specify how long a tuple access operation takes
or what tuple it retrieves. Thus, delays due to locking could happen in a failure-free
execution of the Linda kernel. Since E has not experienced any failure, continuation
committing and checkpointing operations do not a ect other Linda operations on which
the nal system state (or, output) depends. Hence, there is some equivalent execution
of L for E .

Theorem 2 For a terminating execution E of an FT-Structured PLinda program P
beginning in a failure-free state, there is some equivalent execution of its Linda kernel.

Proof. We rst show that the nal system state of E is failure-free (i.e., reachable
by a failure-free execution). That is, E is a possible result of a failure-free execution E .
We prove this by induction on the event schedule.
1. Suppose that the event schedule of E has n events, the system state reached after
the i-th event is Si for 1  i  n, and S0 is the initial state. We proceed by
induction.
2. Base case. By de nition, the initial system state S0 is failure-free.
3. Inductive case: By event. Suppose that Si is failure-free for 1  i  k. Then, we
show that Sk+1 is failure-free. Let the (k+1)-th event be:
(a) Transaction-commit, This commit operation transforms the system state Sk
into another system state Sk+1 . Since Sk is failure-free and E does not experience failure between the k-th and (k+1)-th events, Sk+1 could arise in a
failure-free execution.
(b) Checkpoint-begin or checkpointing operations. During checkpointing, the system state is not changed and the checkpointing operations do not a ect the
system state or corrupt the latest checkpointed state on disk even if a failure
occurs. Therefore, Sk+1 = Sk and so Sk+1 is failure-free.
(c) Checkpoint-end. The current system state is saved to disk, but not changed.
Therefore, Sk+1 = Sk and so Sk+1 is failure-free.
(d) Tuple space failure/checkpoint recovery. On tuple space failure, the entire execution stops and E is rolled back to the system state Si at the last checkpointend event where i  k. By inductive assumption, Si is failure-free. So is Sk+1 .
(e) Process failure-occur, process recovery operations or process recovery-complete
under the commit-consistent execution and message logging/replay methods.
Suppose that process p in E fails while executing the (i+1)-th transaction.
i. Commit-consistent execution method. The (i+1)-th transaction is aborted
and p restarts from the beginning of the (i+1)-th transaction. Since p
is FT-structured, no other process can read the values written by the
0
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aborted transaction. The net e ect is as if p is delayed between the ith and (i+1)-th transactions. Therefore, the failure recovery does not
a ect the execution of other processes or the system state. Therefore,
Sk+1 = Sk and so Sk+1 is failure-free.
ii. Message logging/replay method. Failure recovery is handled in a similar
way as in the commit-consistent execution method. In the message logging/replay method, the operations in the history log are also replayed.
This replaying operation does not a ect the execution of other processes
or the system state. Therefore, Sk+1 = Sk and so Sk+1 is failure-free.
(f) Process failure-occur, process recovery operations or process recovery-complete
under the coordinated checkpointing method. E is rolled back to the state Si
at the last checkpoint-end event where i  k. Thus, Sk+1 = Si . By inductive
assumption, Si is failure-free. So is Sk+1 .
Hence, Si is failure-free (i.e., reachable by a failure-free execution) for i = 1;    ; n.
That is, the nal system state (i.e., output) of E is always reachable by a failure-free
execution E . E and E are equivalent.
By Lemma 1, there is some execution EL of the Linda kernel which is equivalent to
E . Therefore, EL is equivalent to E .
0

0

0

3.7 Related Work
There has been a considerable amount of work done on checkpointing and rollbackrecover techniques for distributed systems whose execution mechanisms are similar to
the PLinda mechanism. In this section, we will only review the most closely related
work. See [22] for a comprehensive survey.
Among various approaches to making parallel/distributed systems failure-resilient,
backward error recovery is the most general and commonly used[37]. Backward error
recovery is the only known mechanism that can tolerate faults which were unexpected at
system design time[54, 37]. For example, the approach can make arbitrary distributed
programs fault-tolerant in a programmer-transparent manner. The technique used in
backward error recovery is checkpointing and rollback.
Checkpointing techniques have been widely used for database systems to make recovery fast[6, 34] Since database applications do not require process resiliency, those
techniques don't recover process state. However, they ensure that committed transactions are serialized and never lost. They must do so because the user can see results
of committed transactions immediately and expect them to survive failure. In contrast,
PLinda supports process resiliency, but allows committed transactions to be lost for
better runtime performance.
There are two common and general approaches to checkpointing and rollback recovery in distributed systems: coordinated checkpointing and message logging/replay. In
coordinated checkpointing, (also called synchronous or distributed checkpointing), all
processes stop at checkpoint time, synchronize to agree on a consistent global state and
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write their states to disks[45, 41] together. If a process fails, then all the processes usually
roll back to the last checkpoint.
In message logging/replay[59, 39], also called independent checkpointing, processes
save local state to disk independently of one another. They also record all the interprocess messages in message logs and periodically save the log to disk. On process failure,
the rollback-recovery scheme restarts the failed process from the previous checkpoint
(which may not be consistent with the states of the other processes) and replays the
messages in the same order to restore the process back to a consistent state. Therefore,
the processes must be deterministic ; that is, given the same input, they should produce
the same output. In spite of message logging, this technique may still lose messages
during rollback-recovery because the message log is only periodically saved to disk. In
this case, the rollback-recovery scheme forces all the other processes depending on the
those messages to roll back to previous checkpoints.
Coordinated checkpointing aims at low runtime overhead during normal execution.
It makes the entire system quiescent during checkpoint, and a single failure requires the
entire system to roll back to the last checkpoint3 . In contrast, message logging/replay
incurs low rollback-recovery overhead and aims at reducing the amount of lost work on
failure. However, the algorithms are relatively more complicated and entail more runtime
overhead due to message logging.
PLinda o ers a exible recovery mechanism that can be partly tuned at runtime.
This allows PLinda to be usd for a variety of parallel applications.
Drawbacks are that it requires programming work for fault tolerance and that it
incurs transaction processing overhead during normal execution. As explained in Chapter 2, PLinda supports lightweight transactions which do not cause high runtime overhead
to coarse grain parallel applications. For coarse grain parallel applications the additional
programming work is often negligible.

3.8 Summary
In this chapter, we described the tunable execution mechanism of PLinda for resilient
processes. We gave the motivation for our tunable approach to execution: an execution
model needs to be exible in order to to deal with di erent application characteristics.
The message logging/replay and coordinated checkpointing methods are similar to
work by work by Koo and Tueg[45] and Strom and Yemini[59], respectively. Their techniques are aimed either at supporting ecient normal execution or at avoiding massive
rollback on failure, not both. In contrast, PLinda allows the end-user to choose one of
three execution methods for an application at runtime, depending on application characteristics. Table 3.1 shows a comparison of the three execution methods..

3

There are dependency tracking techniques that may reduce the number of processes to rollback.
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1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

1:
2:
3:
4:

Commit-consistent execution
Only uncommitted transactions
Continuation committing at each commit
Yes
With small continuations
Message logging/replay
Both uncommitted and committed transactions
Periodic continuation committing but continuous message logging
Yes
With large continuations but rare access to tuple space
Coordinated checkpointing
The entire system rolls back to the last checkpoint
Only periodic continuation committing
No
With large continuations and a modest amount of access to tuple space

Work lost on failure
Overhead during normal execution
Independent failure recovery
Suitable Applications
Table 3.1:

Comparison of the Three Execution Methods
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Chapter 4

Using Idle Workstations for
Parallel Computation
4.1 Introduction
The increasing availability of powerful networked workstations has resulted in high performance distributed computing systems. Typically such networks of workstations are
principally used to support individual users connected by email, but can also be used
as distributed parallel systems attempting to solve large scienti c or engineering problems. Thus, there is a large potential for these underutilized machines to run parallel
applications. Any system which attempts to use underutilized machines on a network
for sequential/parallel computation must address three issues:
 Idleness detection.
 Scheduling.
 Process migration from machines when they become busy.
 Process migration to machines when they become idle.
There has been a considerable amount of research done on how to utilize idle or
under-utilized workstations connected by a network[2, 14, 18, 11, 25, 28, 44, 48, 52, 53].
In that work various systems were developed to address the above issues. We call them
\work-stealing" systems.
Among them, there are systems[2, 11, 25, 44] which support parallel computation,
but few support both fault tolerance and idle workstation utilization. However, it is
crucial to provide all three facilities for long-running parallel applications on networks of
workstations: parallelism for computation instensive tasks, fault tolerance for both hard
and performance failures, and idle workstation utilization for cost e ectiveness.
For idleness detection and scheduling we do not intend to re-invent techniques for
PLinda. Instead, we take advantage of various techniques already developed by other
work-stealing systems[2, 14, 18, 11, 25, 28, 44, 48, 52, 53]. The process migration issue is
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addressed by treating \busy" machines (i.e., those which are being used by their owners)
as failed; that is, owner activity is handled as failure. More speci cally, we migrate
processes from busy machines to idle ones by killing the processes on busy machines and
recovering them on idle machines by the existing PLinda fault tolerance mechanisms.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we describe the issues involved
in workstation idleness detection and process scheduling, and explain how the current
PLinda design addresses those issues. Section 4.3 presents the rationales and advantages
of using the PLinda fault tolerance mechanisms for process migration. In Section 4.4,
we explain how the current PLinda infrastructure is designed to utilize idle machines.
Related work is reviewed in Section 4.5. In Section 4.6, we conclude this chapter with a
summary.

4.2 Finding Idle Workstations and Scheduling Processes
We rst discuss the issues involved in detecting whether a machine is idle or busy and
how to do scheduling. Then, we describe how the current design of PLinda addresses
them.

4.2.1 Issues

Intuitively, a machine is de ned to be busy when the owner is using it; otherwise it is
idle. Unfortunately, it is not simple to determine whether an owner is using his or her
machine at any given instant. Constant polling might be used but incurs signi cant
overhead. For this reason, work-stealing systems have devised idleness criteria which the
runtime system can use to detect the idleness of a machine without polling. Common
idleness criteria are:
 Keyboard, mouse and console idle times.
 Load average.
 The number of users logged on.
 Remote-login-session idle time.
Besides these, there are other criteria such as time of day which are used relatively less
often. See [44] for a comprehensive description about idleness criteria.
There have been several studies to nd e ective settings for idleness criteria[44, 53].
Kaminsky reported that the Piranha project team had run large production applications
on a volunteered pool of over 60 workstations and only one machine was withdrawn from
the pool. The idleness criteria used in those experiments were that the keyboard, mouse
and remote logins had to be idle for ve minutes and the one, ve and ten minute load
averages had to be below 0.4, 0.3 and 0.1, respectively. Other experimental results have
also shown the e ectiveness of similar idleness criteria[53].
Also, there have been various studies to measure how often workstations are idle[44,
52]. They found that machines are idle most of the time. For example, Mutka and Livny
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found that 70%-80% of machines are idle weekends and that 50% were idle even at peak
times[52]. Kaminsky reported that 86%, 94%, and 75% were idle on average, at night,
and during the daytime, respectively. Also, we have conducted a one week experiment
with 19 machines at the NYU computer science department. Our results showed that
86%, 92%, and 60% were idle on average, at night, and during the daytime, respectively.
We will now discuss process scheduling issues. A scheduler may be either centralized
or decentralized. The advantage of a centralized scheduler is that it is simple and easy to
implement because there is only one scheduler process which maintains any necessary information. A centralized scheduler works eciently for small and medium scale systems.
For these reasons, most systems designed to utilize idle workstations employ centralized
schedulers. However, a centralized scheduler generally has a scalability problem; that is,
the scheduler becomes a bottleneck as the numbers of processes and processors increase.
In contrast, a distributed scheduler, which by de nition consists of multiple processes,
does not cause a single process to be a bottleneck. But the scheduler processes must
achieve agreement on resource allocation. Such agreement is both dicult to implement
and expensive at runtime due to required communication and synchronization costs.
There are also hybrid approaches to scheduling. Market systems[18, 44, 49, 62] are an
example. These systems apply the idea of economic bidding to the scheduling problem.
Each machine bids autonomously and a single broker process collects the bids. The
broker assigns tasks to machines based on their bids.
Regarding scheduling parallel applications over networks of workstations, another
important issue is supporting multiple applications. Since many users share networks of
workstations, there are likely to be multiple parallel applications running concurrently.
Therefore, scheduling multiple parallel applications is crucial to e ectively utilizing idle
workstations. Also, both throughput and turnaround time can bene t because most
parallel applications do not exibit linear speedup; that is, they are more ecient on a
smaller number of processors[44]. A commonly used scheme is to partition processors
and to assign partitions to applications. For example, processors can be evenly divided
or each processor can select an application randomly.
Scheduling processes over distributed computing systems is still an important research issue and idleness criteria need more study to determine how to use idle times
of machines more e ectively and to satisfy cautious owners. We expect that there will
be more work on these issues. For PLinda, we do not intend to re-invent techniques
for detecting idle machines and scheduling processes over those machines. Instead, we
intend to use the techniques which are already developed and have proven to be e ective.

4.2.2 The Current PLinda Design

In the current implementation of PLinda, we are using keyboard, mouse and console idle
times for idleness criteria. The implementation is based on a centralized scheduler and
supports multiple applications. How the scheduler works will be explained in detail in
Section 4.4.
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4.3 Process Resiliency as Process Migration
In this section, we discuss process migration in PLinda. We rst explain two seemingly
orthogonal but similar ideas: process migration for utilization of idle machines and
process failure-resiliency. Then, we show how process failure-resiliency can be used
eciently for process migration in PLinda. We also explain why process resiliency has
not been previously used for process migration. We conclude this section by discussing
the need for fault-tolerance in an environment that utilizes idle machines and the merits
of our method for process migration over prevalent methods.
Process migration and process failure-resiliency are designed for di erent purposes.
Process resiliency for parallel computation aims at enabling processes to continue and
nish computation correctly even though some of them experience failure during execution. In contrast, process migration is intended to move processes from overloaded or
busy machines or to under-utilized or idle machines.
In spite of di erent motivations, the two techniques require the same functionality
| moving processes from one machine to another during execution. Therefore, process
resiliency can theoretically be used for process migration. That is, we can treat process
migration as failure recovery by killing a process on the machine that has become overloaded and allowing the fault-tolerance mechanisms to restart the process on another
machine. In fact, process resiliency performs process migration under a more dicult
condition | unexpected failure.
Heretofore, process resiliency has not been used for process migration for a number
of reasons. First, a process usually has to lose a lot of work on failure recovery (or,
migration). Most techniques for process resiliency entail periodic checkpoints of process
images to disk. On failure recovery, processes roll back to the last checkpoint on disk[22].
In general, checkpoints are taken infrequently for runtime eciency and therefore, failure
recovery causes a lot of work to be lost. Process migration for load balancing reasons
may occur frequently and therefore a lot of work should not be lost on migration.
In addition to losing a lot of work on failure, failure recovery usually requires not only
failed processes but also live processes to roll back to previous checkpoints. For example,
techniques for coordinated checkpointing[45] require massive rollback on failure, and
those for message logging/replay may also require cascading rollbacks on failure.
In contrast to other fault tolerance methods the following features of the PLinda
commit-consistent fault tolerance execution method make it suitable for process migration on networks of heterogeneous workstations.
 Independent continuation committing and rollback-recovery. Each process can perform continuation committing and rollback-recovery operations independently of
other processes. This allows a process to migrate without a ecting other processes.
 Lightweight mechanisms. Continuation committing and rollback recovery save only
a few process variables to tuple space at commit and retrieve them on recovery. These operations are ecient because they do not require disk access or
re-execution of committed transactions.
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 Heterogeneous processing1. Continuation committing and rollback recovery are

based only on process variables which are architecture-independent. This allows
processes to migrate among heterogeneous machines.
In addition to supporting both process migration and failure-resiliency, the fault
tolerance mechanism based technique has another merit. As explained earlier, a typical
way to utilize workstations is to use them for parallel computation when they are idle.
In this case, a work-stealing system must immediately retreat processes from a machine
when the owner resumes working on the machine. On retreat, process migration facilities
rst prepare for migration (e.g., save process images) and then move processes to another
machine. Thus, retreat is slow. In contrast, PLinda treats owner activity as failure and
immediately destroys processes on the machine. Thus, retreat is fast. Therefore, parallel
computation with the PLinda process migration facility will not disturb the owners of
private workstations.
In summary, PLinda is one of very few systems to support fault tolerance and utilization of workstations for long-running coarse grain parallel applications. The user
can run long-running parallel applications without fear of processor failure during the
long period of execution or disturbing owners of private workstations. Also, using a
single mechanism for fault tolerance and process migration allows simplicity in system
implementation and quick retreat on owner activity.

4.4 PLinda Infrastructure
The PLinda infrastructure is designed to allow the user to use networks of workstations
as a parallel virtual machine which both supports fault tolerance and utilizes only idle
workstations. The parallel virtual machine recon gures itself automatically as the status
of each processor changes (e.g., a process fails or becomes busy or idle).

4.4.1 Major Runtime System Components

The prototype PLinda system is based on the client-server architecture model. In the
PLinda system, application processes are clients and the runtime kernel is the server.
The current runtime system consists of three major components:
 Daemon processes. The runtime system runs a daemon on each workstation. Using
idleness criteria explained in Section 4.2, the daemon monitors the idleness status
of the local host machine and informs the server of status changes to the machine.
Also, it manages processes on the machine; that is, it invokes application processes
upon request from the server and kills them as soon as the machine becomes busy.
While the owner of a machine is working, the daemon intermittently checks the
status of the machine and sleeps the rest of the time so as not to disturb him or
her.

The current system runs on only Sun Sparc workstations, but other ports are underway and should
be easy.
1
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 The server2. The server manages tuple space and schedules client processes. The

scheduler in the server is designed to meet the following criteria:
{ Allow multiple applications. As explained in Section 2.4, applications do not
a ect one another due to multiple tuple spaces.
{ When processes outnumber physical processors, multiple processes should be
spawned on each machine.
{ Rely on the OS kernel to schedule processes running on each machine. As
explained in Section 2.7, PLinda processes are, in fact, processes at the OS
level. Therefore, once multiple processes are spawned on a workstation, the
OS kernel on the machine automatically schedules them.
{ The number of PLinda processes on each machine should be used as the
measure of the workload for that machine.
 Administration process. The administration process allows the PLinda user to
observe and control runtime behaviors during execution. Also, the user can add or
delete workstations to the parallel virtual machine at any time.

4.4.2 Parallel Virtual Machine in PLinda

The current PLinda prototype allows the user to use networks of workstations as one
fault-tolerant parallel virtual machine whose processors are only idle workstations. However, the current implementation assumes that the user runs the server and administration processes on machines dedicated to the parallel application. That is, the server and
administration processes are not migrated during execution.
In the prototype system, such a virtual machine is implemented as follows:
1. Processor pool. The parallel virtual machine consists of a pool of processors which
are running or failed. Idle workstations are treated as running processors and busy
or failed workstations are treated as failed processors. Only running processors
participate in computation.
2. Registering a processor. Using the administration process, the user can register a
workstation in the PLinda runtime system at any point. This causes the administration process to create a daemon on the workstation.
3. Process creation. If the server needs to create a client process, it selects one of the
running processors which executes the smallest number of processes (i.e., a least
loaded one), and spawns the client process there.
4. Process migration. When a running processor becomes failed (because of either
owner activity or a real processor failure), its daemon or the failure immediately
destroys all the running client processes on the machine. Then, the server is either
informed of the simulated failure or it detects the real failure.
2

The current implementation is based on a single server.
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5. Load balancing. Periodically, the server performs load balancing. It migrates processes from overloaded processors to less loaded ones. Since process migration is
relatively expensive, load balancing is performed only periodically. The frequency
is a tuning parameter.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the virtual machine. In the gure, there are three workstations
A, B, and C in the processor pool. There is one daemon running on each machine. A
and C are idle and being used for parallel computation by the runtime system. B is
being used by its owner. However, the daemon on B is still monitoring if B is idle, and
when the owner is away from B, it will inform the server.

4.5 Related Work
In this section we will give a brief overview of the vast amount of recent research on
process migration which is aimed at harnessing the power of underutilized workstations. These systems can be classi ed by their target applications into two categories:
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sequential/semi-parallel and parallel.
The sequential systems[48, 18] ooad sequential jobs (i.e., jobs that do not have internal parallelism) from overloaded machines to under-utilized or idle ones. Since these
systems are only intended for sequential jobs, they are not applicable to parallel application users. There are also systems that are aimed at those semi-parallel applications
which consist of only independent tasks (no inter-task communication)[16, 62, 65, 67].
The sequential/semi-parallel systems usually support fault tolerance using transparent
checkpointing and rollback recovery techniques, but this scheme does not readily support
the use of heterogeneous workstations.
In contrast to the sequential/semi-parallel systems, PLinda supports fault tolerance
and the utilization of idle processors for arbitrary parallel applications on networks of
heterogeneous workstations. Also, because the programmer can customize fault tolerance
based on application characteristics, PLinda is an ecient and convenient way to execute
semi-parallel applications.
The parallel systems which intend to utilize idle workstations for parallel applications[2,
11, 21, 25, 44] either depend on support from the underlying operating systems or assume restricted programming models or characteristics about the applications they are
intended for. Few of them can tolerate failure during parallel computation.
Among those systems, Piranha[44] is a Linda-variant system aimed at utilizing idle
workstations. The current design of the PLinda idleness detection mechanisms is inspired
by ideas proposed by Piranha.

4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed how to utilize idle workstations for parallel computation
in PLinda. Throughout our discussion, we considered three issues: idleness detection,
process scheduling and process migration.
In the design of PLinda, we do not attempt to study techniques for idleness detection
and process scheduling, but intend to take advantage of those already developed by other
work-stealing systems. In Section 4.2, we discussed process scheduling and idleness
detection and how the current PLinda design addresses those issues.
A novel feature of PLinda is to treat process migration and process failure-resiliency
uniformly. More speci cally, we use the fault tolerance mechanisms to migrate processes
from busy machines to idle ones by treating owner activity as processor failure. The
fault tolerance mechanisms can be used for process migration because they are lightweight and allow a process to save its state and recover from failure independently of
other processes. That is, a process can be migrated eciently and independently, using
the fault tolerance mechanisms. Also, since the PLinda fault tolerance mechanisms
can be designed to support heterogeneous processing, processes can be migrated over
heterogeneous machines.
There are two principal advantages to using the same mechanism for fault tolerance
as for process migration:
1. it is simpler
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2. it allows for an entirely general design of migratable processes, since migration can
occur as an instantaneous failure.
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Chapter 5

Implementation and Experiments
In this chapter, we explain the implementation of the PLinda prototype and present
performance results. The PLinda prototype system is based on the client-server architecture model. In the current implementation, application processes are clients and the
runtime kernel is the server. The server is not yet distributed.
The prototype is built on UNIX and TCP/IP using C++. The implementation
consists of four major components: the server program, the daemon program, the administration program, and the client library.
There is a vast amount of literature about the implementation of tuple space and
transaction processing systems[9, 6, 12, 34, 46]. In the design of the PLinda runtime
system, we have focused on how to incorporate existing implementation techniques for
transactions into those for tuple space. Throughout this chapter, we therefore concentrate on presenting implementation strategies rather than describing implementation
details.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we explain the implementation of
the PLinda server by describing the architecture, tuple space management, transactions,
process management, tunable execution of continuation committing, and tuple space
checkpointing.
In the following sections, implementations of the PLinda daemon and the administration tools are discussed, respectively. Then, we present performance results from
experiments in Section 5.4. Finally, we summarize this chapter in Section 5.5.

5.1 PLinda Server
The current PLinda client-server prototype uses a single server and many application
processes being clients.
The server performs the following functions:
 Manage tuple space. The server provides transactional tuple space access and
process creation.
 Manage processes. The server schedules processes and also detects failure and
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recovers failed processes. As explained in Chapter 4, the server treats non-idleness
as failure.
 Support fault tolerance mechanisms. The server provides mechanisms for transactions, continuation committing and tuple space checkpointing.
 Manage workstations. The server runs one daemon process on each workstation to
monitor idleness.

5.1.1 Architecture

The architecture of the PLinda server is designed in an object-oriented style. In the
program for the server, runtime resources (e.g., processors, client processes and tuple
groups) and fault tolerance abstractions (e.g., transactions and checkpointing) are represented as C++ classes. That is, these classes de ne the runtime behaviors of these
resources and abstractions. The main C++ classes are:
 Scheduler. In the server, one Scheduler object is created and it schedules all the
tasks. The tasks include servicing client requests (e.g., tuple space access, process
creation and transaction operations), checkpointing tuple space and communicating with clients.
 CheckpointManager. One CheckpointManager object is created at runtime. This
saves tuple space to disk periodically and on failure recovery, restores the checkpointed state from disk.
 ClientProcess. The server maintains one ClientProcess object for each executing client process. Each ClientProcess object services requests (e.g., tuple space
access) from its corresponding real process. A workstation may have several real
processes.
 DaemonProcess. Like ClientProcess objects, the server creates one DaemonProcess
object for each real PLinda daemon process. Each PLinda daemon process is responsible for one workstation.
 Transaction. The server maintains one Transaction object for each active transaction. A Transaction object keeps track of tuple space access operations by
maintaining lock information about accessed tuples. It also performs the commit
or abort operation for the transaction.
 TupleGroup. The server has one TupleGroup object for each tuple group. A
TupleGroup object manages tuples for its tuple group. It also saves the state to
disk when requested by the CheckpointManager object.
 ServerCommLink and ClientCommLink. Every client process and daemon process
are required to set up a connection at the beginning of their execution. Each
connection consists of two objects: a ServerCommLink object on the server side
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Server Architecture

and a ClientCommLink object on the client or daemon process side. These objects
hide all details about communication from the other objects.
Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of the server.

5.1.2 Tuple Space Management

In PLinda, the tuple space storage mechanism is required both to manage tuples and to
cooperate with transaction mechanisms. Unlike common storage management systems
for transactions which are usually aimed at ecient and reliable manipulation of data on
disk, the current PLinda storage management for tuple space is focused on in-memory
data for the following reasons. First, in the current prototype, it is assumed that tuple
space is used for communication and coordination among processes, but not for management of a large amount of data. Thus, the entire tuple space is designed to reside in the
address space of the server. Second, the server does not access disk except for periodic
tuple space checkpointing and rare recovery from tuple space failure.
The current implementation of tuple space management is designed as follows. The
server loads the entire tuple space at the beginning of an execution or on recovery from
tuple space failure and manipulates it inside virtual memory throughout the execution.
Therefore, there is no bu er (cache) management intended for ecient access to data on
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disk. The server uses the memory management facility (i.e., new and delete)supported
by the C++ language library to allocate memory space for tuples. This design allows for
ecient tuple manipulation of the PLinda operations except during tuple space checkpointing and recovery. For tuple space checkpointing and recovery, this design requires
the attening operation (i.e., converting tuples from an in-memory format to a byte
stream without pointers) at each checkpoint and the in ating operation (i.e., the reverse
operation of attening) on recovery.
In PLinda, tuple space is partitioned into tuple groups. The server maintains a
TupleGroup object for each tuple group. A TupleGroup object (which we will call a
tuple group unless clari cation is needed) manages tuples as follows:
1. Tuple Group Partitioning. The tuple group partitions the tuples according to their
patterns and maintains a linked list whose nodes point to each tuple pattern. (We
call the list the tuple pattern list.) A pattern is a sequence of types t1; t2;    ; tn.
A tuple has a pattern P if the number of elds in the tuple equals the number of
types in the pattern and every eld i in the tuple is of type t where t is the i-th
type in the pattern.
2. Data Structures. The tuple group also maintains both a linked list (called a tuple
list) and a hash table (called a tuple hash table) to manage the tuples in the same
tuple pattern. It currently uses the rst eld of the tuple for hashing.
3. Tuple Creation. For a tuple creation request, the tuple group rst searches for
a node in the tuple pattern list which represents the pattern of the tuple to be
created. If the tuple group fails to nd such a node, then it creates a new node
in the tuple pattern list which represents the pattern of the new tuple. The tuple
group inserts the tuple (more precisely, the pointer to the tuple) into the tuple list
and tuple hash table.
4. Tuple Retrieval.
(a) Searching. For a tuple retrieval request, the tuple group rst searches for
the corresponding node in the linked list of tuple patterns. If the request
has a constant value in the rst eld, the tuple group uses hashing to nd a
matching tuple; otherwise, it uses sequential scanning.
(b) Lock compatibility checking. When the tuple group matches a tuple retrieval
request by nding an existing tuple, it checks lock compatibility. If there is
a con icting lock on the tuple, then the tuple group considers the matching
operation to have failed. In the next subsection, lock management will be
discussed in more detail.
(c) Blocking. The tuple group blocks tuple retrieval requests which fail to nd
matching tuples. It maintains a linked list for blocked requests. It checks
blocked requests in this list whenever it creates a tuple.
Figure 5.2 shows the storage structure of a TupleGroup object.
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In the current implementation, we use the GNU C++ class library for data structures
such as linked lists and hash tables. To maintain portability, all the interfaces with the
class library are encapsulated inside a few wrapper classes so that the GNU class librarydependent code can be easily replaced.

5.1.3 Transactions

The traditional transaction model is designed to support concurrency control and reliability. As explained in Section 2.3, the PLinda transaction mechanism provides only
concurrency control for maintaining a consistent state of the tuple space in spite of
process failure. For reliability of the tuple space, checkpointing is used.
For each transaction, the server maintains a Transaction object. This object manages all the locking information for concurrency control and carries out the commit and
abort operations.
In the current prototype, we use a variant of two phase locking (2PL)[6, 34] for
concurrency control. In 2PL, transactions rst obtain locks on data items and then
access them. Also, transactions release locks only when they commit. That is, for each
transaction, there are two phases: the rst phase in which locks are obtained, and the
second phase where all the locks are released (technically, this is known as strict two
phase locking, but is the form normally used). When a transaction attempts to access
a data item already locked by another transaction, the transaction is blocked until the
other transaction commits and releases the lock on the data item.
The standard 2PL scheme is not well-suited to the Linda model for two reasons. First,
in Linda, a tuple retrieval operation (rd or in) is blocked when there is no matching
tuple; that is, this blocking happens regardless of transactions. Thus, if the standard
2PL is added to the Linda model, then there are two cases for blocking: in the presence
of a locked matching tuple and in the absence of a matching tuple.
Second, 2PL may decrease concurrency more than necessary. For example, suppose
that when a process attempts to retrieve a tuple, all the matching tuples are locked.
In this case, both 2PL and the Linda model block the process. However, 2PL blocks
the process on the lock of one of the matching tuples and therefore releases the process
only when the transaction that holds the lock commits. That is, 2PL does not release
the process when a new matching tuple is inserted later. In contrast, the Linda model
releases the blocked process immediately when a new matching tuple is added. In Linda
applications, such a case is common.
In the current PLinda prototype, 2PL is modi ed as follows.
1. There are three lock types: rd, in and out. The rd lock corresponds to the read
(or, shared) lock in 2PL and the in and out to the write (or, exclusive) lock. Thus,
rd locks are compatible with one another, but in and out locks con ict with any
other locks.
2. As in standard 2PL, tuple retrieval operations in a transaction search for tuples
which are not locked or whose locks are compatible. However, while searching,
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these operations do not block on locks; that is, they skip data items which have
con icting locks.
3. As explained in Subsection 5.1.2, retrieval operations block only when there is no
matching tuple available. However, they are released immediately when a matching
tuple which has no lock or a compatible lock is added.
4. Transactions by default release rd locks immediately after access | degree 2 serializability. However, the server can be tuned to support full serializability (the
standard 2PL) where read locks are released after the transaction commits.
Each Transaction object maintains three linked lists for locks: one for rd operations,
another for in operations, and the third for out operations. We call them the rd list,
the in list and the out list, respectively.
In the current server, transaction commits and aborts are executed as follows:
1. Commit. The corresponding Transaction object unlocks the tuples pointed to by
the rd and out lists and deletes the tuples pointed to by the in list.
2. Abort. The corresponding Transaction object unlocks the tuples pointed to by
the rd and in lists and deletes the tuples pointed to by the out list.
In both cases, the Transaction object is removed after the commit or abort operation
is nished.

5.1.4 Process Management

One of the features that distinguishes PLinda from Linda and other parallel/distributed
programming models is transactional process management. In PLinda, transactions
govern process management almost in the same way as tuple space access. For example,
processes created inside a transaction start to execute only after the transaction commits
and if the transaction is aborted because of failure, these process are automatically
destroyed. In the case of tuple space failure, the server loses all the updates made by
the transactions committed after the last checkpoint. Thus processes created by these
lost transactions must also be destroyed.

Special Tuple Groups for Process Management
The PLinda server maintains three special tuple groups for process management. They
store tuples which are generated by execution of proc eval operations. Execution of
a proc eval operation creates two tuples: the argument tuple and the identity tuple.
The argument tuple is constructed by evaluating a series of expressions passed to the
operation. The rst eld of an argument tuple must be the name of an executable
le. The identity tuple contains identity information about the process to be created
by the proc eval operation. The information contains: (1) a system-assigned process
identi er, (2) the le name of the executable to be run, (3) the user-interactive mode,
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and (4) the number of times that the process has been re-spawned/spawned (which we
call the creation attempt counter).
In the current server, a process (e.g., a master process) can be user-interactive. For
such a process, an xterm window is created and the user can communicate with the
process via the window. In addition, the server maintains information about how many
times the process has been re-spawned so far.
The three special groups for process management are:
 Arg group. This group stores argument tuples. The arg rdp operation accesses
this group.
 Eval group. This group stores identity tuples for those processes which will be
created or re-spawned due to failure.
 Proc group. This group stores identity tuples for those processes which are running.
At tuple space checkpoint, these tuple groups are saved to disk and therefore, information about processes survive failure. How this information is used will be explained
in the rest of this subsection.

Process Creation

In the server, process creation consists of the following steps:
1. Execution of the proc eval operation. A process executes a proc eval operation
inside a transaction. The execution of the operation inserts an argument tuple in
the arg group tuple group and an identity tuple in the eval group tuple group.
These tuple creation operations are executed in the context of the current transaction. Thus, other transactions cannot access them until the current transaction
commits. If the transaction is aborted due to failure, then these tuples will be
automatically destroyed.
2. Dispatching. The Scheduler object always waits for an identity tuple in the
eval group tuple group by using the in operation. Once an identity tuple is
retrieved, the object increments the creation attempt counter in the tuple and inserts the tuple into the proc group tuple group. The object executes this pair of
operations as a single transaction. That is, the object starts a transaction, executes an in operation on eval group, executes an out operation on proc eval and
commits the transaction. The transaction mechanism guarantees that the object
always retrieves a committed identity tuple from eval group. Once an identity
tuple is retrieved, the Scheduler object schedules the process.
3. Scheduling The Scheduler object chooses a workstation having the smallest number of processes at that point (in fact, selects the corresponding DaemonProcess
object). Then the Scheduler object asks the daemon process on the workstation
to spawn a process as speci ed in the original proc eval operation.
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For a new process, the Scheduler object also creates a ClientProcess object.
The Scheduler object nds this information by examining the creation attempt
counter.
4. Process Spawning. On a process creation request, the daemon process uses the
execl UNIX library function to spawn the process. At this point, the daemon
process gives the process information about how to connect to the server using
command line arguments.

Failure Detection and Recovery
The PLinda runtime system is designed to handle both processor failure (more speci cally, fail-stop failure) due to hardware faults and fail-stop process failure due to software
faults. The runtime system uses both failure noti cation from the underlying TCP/IP
communication system and a custom timeout scheme to detect failure. For a failed
process (processor failure is treated as failure of all the processes on the failed processor), the runtime system moves the identity tuple of the process from proc group to
eval group so that its backup process (which will resume from the last continuation)
can be re-spawned.
Failures due to software bugs are either permanent or transient. For example, a
server process may crash because its request queue over ows due to an abrupt burst of
requests from client processes. This kind of a software bug is considered as a transient
fault because the fault (i.e., queue over ow) that caused the failure disappears when the
server is restarted. In contrast, re-execution of processes that failed due to arithmetic
exceptions results in permanent failure. Transient software faults are, by nature, dicult
to detect and production quality software may su er such faults. Therefore, it is desirable
to recover processes that fail due to transient software faults and PLinda does so.
One implication is that the runtime system may, however, attempt to recover a
process inde nitely often, if the process fails because of a permanent software fault. For
this reason, the current prototype maintains the creation attempt counter in the identity
tuple for each process. If a process fails more than a prede ned number of times, then the
runtime system concludes that the process has a permanent software fault, and aborts
the entire execution.
To detect both process and processor failures, the server uses two schemes. First,
the server uses failure noti cation from the underlying TCP/IP communication system
to detect client process failure. In the current implementation, the server and clients
communicate via TCP/IP. TCP/IP is a connection-oriented (or, point-to-point) communication protocol. If one end among a pair of processes which communicate via
TCP/IP fails, the TCP/IP communication system detects it immediately and noti es
the process at the other end.
In addition, the server uses a custom timeout scheme which is independent of TCP/IP.
In this scheme, the server periodically checks if all the client processes are alive (which
is called failure checkup). The server keeps track of interaction with each process and
sends a ping message to those which have not communicated with the server since the
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last failure checkup point. Those processes which are sent a ping message but do not
reply within a timeout are treated as failed.
On failure, a process is recovered as follows:
1. The corresponding ClientProcess object aborts the currently active transaction,
if any.
2. The identity tuple for the failed process is moved from the proc group to the
eval group tuple group. At this time, the counter of spawning operations is incremented. All these tuple moving operations are executed as a transaction.
3. The ClientProcess object records this failure.
4. The Scheduler object moves the identity tuple from the eval group to proc group
tuple group and respawns the process.
Figure 5.3 shows how the three tuple groups are used for process management.

5.1.5 Tunable Execution of Continuation Committing

In PLinda, failure-resilient processes are designed to save continuations to tuple space
at each commit | continuation committing. On failure, they recover the continuations
saved at the last commit. Execution of continuation committing can be tuned to reduce
runtime overhead for processes which have large continuations, but such tuning incurs
more failure recovery overhead. The current runtime system supports three execution
methods: commit-consistent, message logging/replay and coordinated checkpointing.
The message logging/replay and coordinated checkpointing methods are aimed at applications in which processes have large continuations. In Chapter 3, we explained the
design of these three execution methods in detail.
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In the current design, the continuation committing operation is internally implemented as a tuple creation operation. However, the continuation committing operation
di ers from the regular tuple creation operation (i.e., out) as follows. First, the continuation committing operation generates a special tuple (which is called a continuation
tuple) that is private to the process and its backup processes and accessed by only the
xrecover operation. Second, there is only one continuation tuple for each process. Each
time a continuation committing operation is executed, the previous continuation tuple
is removed and a new one is inserted. Third, execution of continuation committing can
be suppressed to achieve better runtime performance, at the cost of increased failure
recovery overhead.
In the current server, the tunable execution mechanism for continuation committing
is implemented as follows:
1. The server informs each process of the current execution method when the process
rst communicates with the server.
2. In the commit-consistent execution method, the xcommit operation always sends
a continuation tuple to the server, together with a commit request.
In the other two execution methods, the xcommit operation stores the tuple in
the local address space and sends only the commit request. The server explicitly
requests client processes to send a local copy of the last continuations when required
(e.g., at checkpoint).
3. In the server, each ClientProcess object maintains a continuation tuple for the
corresponding client process. The object saves a continuation tuple either in the
virtual memory address space or on disk, depending on the size of the tuple. That
is, execution of continuation committing requires disk access for a large continuation.
4. In the coordinated checkpointing method, the server asks all the processes to ush
the last continuations when checkpointing tuple space.
5. In the message logging/replay method, each ClientProcess object maintains a log,
called an event history, which contains records about tuple space access operations
for the corresponding client process. Whenever the ClientProcess object receives
a continuation, it removes all the records in the event history.
To prevent an event history from growing too big, its size is limited. When the
event history for a client process grows bigger than the limit, the server requests
the client process to send its last continuation.
In the message logging/replay method, the server asks all the client processes to
ush the last continuations when checkpointing tuple space. Alternatively, the
server could save event histories to disk at checkpoint, but currently, we use the
former method because it is already available for the coordinated checkpointing
method.
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5.1.6 Tuple Space Checkpointing

In PLinda, checkpointing is used to make tuple space fault-tolerant. Tuple space is saved
to disk periodically and on failure, restored to the last checkpointed state. The server is
designed to ensure:
 A transaction-consistent snapshot is taken. A transaction-consistent snapshot reects only and all of the updates made by the transactions committed at a speci c
point in time.
 The checkpointing operation itself is fault-tolerant.
Since tuple space is accessed transactionally, the tuples accessed by uncommitted
transactions are locked. As mentioned above, there are three types of locks: rd, in and
out. In PLinda, only committed tuples can be accessed by in or rd. Therefore, tuples
which are rd-locked or in-locked are those which are generated by committed transactions
but accessed by uncommitted transactions. By contrast, those which are out-locked are
created by uncommitted transactions. Thus, a transaction-consistent snapshot consists
of the tuples which are unlocked, rd-locked, or in-locked. The snapshot also includes the
continuation tuple for each process. In both the message logging/replay and coordinated
checkpointing methods, the server ensures that all the processes ush their continuations
saved at the last commit before a snapshot is taken. Since continuation committing is a
part of the commit operation, continuation tuples are always unlocked.
The server can fail while checkpointing tuple space. If a single copy of a snapshot
is maintained and a new snapshot is overwritten on an old one, then server failure may
corrupt the single copy. Therefore, the current server maintains two snapshots: the
latest and the penultimate. Each snapshot has a header which is written to disk at
the end of checkpointing; that is, the successful write of a header guarantees that the
snapshot is correctly written to disk. The header contains information about systemassigned identi ers such as the last assigned process identi er. It also includes a checksum
information both at the beginning and the end to be used for validity check on failure
recovery.
On recovery from failure, the server rst examines the checksum information in the
headers of both snapshots to check whether they are corrupted, and compares the last
update times to nd out which one is the latest. Then, the server recovers the state from
the latest valid snapshot. Once tuple space is recovered, the server (more speci cally,
the Scheduler object) moves all the identity tuples from the proc group to eval group
tuple group. The server then resumes normal execution. All the processes whose identity
tuples are now in the eval group tuple group are automatically re-spawned.

5.2 Daemon Processes
The PLinda runtime system runs one daemon process on each workstation. Each daemon
process monitors the idleness of its local host workstation and manages processes on the
host. Process management includes starting processes and killing them when the owner
resumes using the local host.
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int interval = INTERVAL IN NONIDLENESS;

f

while(1)
/* check if the local host is idle */
if(check idleness())
/* the local host is idle */
if(interval == INTERVAL IN NONIDLENESS)
/* the host was busy */
interval = INTERVAL IN IDLENESS;
inform server(IDLE);

f

f

g

g

f

else
/* the local host is busy */
if(interval == INTERVAL IN IDLENESS)
/* the host was idle */
interval = INTERVAL IN NONIDLENESS;
kill clients();
inform server(BUSY);

f

g
g

g

/* wait for a request from the server or becomes inactive */
wait for server request(interval);

Figure 5.4:

Algorithm for the PLinda daemon process

Each daemon executes an in nite loop which is shown in Figure 5.4. First, it checks
if the local host is idle. Currently, the idle times of the keyboard, the mouse, and the
console are checked. The daemon informs the server of only changes to the idleness of
the local host. When an idle machine becomes busy, the daemon process immediately
kills all the client processes and informs the server of that.
A daemon waits for requests from the server when its host is idle, or becomes inactive
when the host is busy. In both cases, the daemon uses the UNIX select system function
which can time out.
Figure 5.4 shows the algorithm for the PLinda daemon process.

5.3 Administration Process
The administration process provides the user with tools for:
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Adding or deleting workstations.
Monitoring the idleness of workstations.
Monitoring execution behaviors of processes.
Displaying execution traces of processes after the entire execution is nished.
Controlling the runtime behaviors of the server.
The administration process is implemented in C++ and tcl/tk1.
The user gives the administration process the list of all the host names when he
or she starts the process. Currently, the administration process is designed to look
for host names in a le named plinda.hosts from the working directory. However,
the administration process does not invoke daemons on these machines until the user
explicitly requests it. Once the administration process loads the le, the user can add
machines listed in the le to parallel computation or delete them at any time. When
the user adds a machine, the administration process rst registers it in the server and
then spawns a daemon process on the machine. However, the machine joins parallel
computation only when the machine is idle. The daemon monitors the idleness of the
machine and informs the server. If the user asks the administration process to delete
a machine, then the administration process forwards the request to the server and the
server sends a termination request to the daemon process on the machine. The daemon
process kills all the processes running on the machine and terminates.
For each process, the administration process currently displays the execution status
(e.g., running or blocked) and the last communication point (more speci cally, the source
code le name and the line number) where the process interacted with the server. To
collect information about le names and line numbers, C macro variables FILE and
LINE are used in the PLinda client library. At compile time, C or C++ compilers
automatically translate these variables into the corresponding source le name and the
line number of the location where these variables appear. The user can monitor the
execution progress of processes using this information.
Using the administration process, the user can make client processes generate execution trace les at the end and display them. For each process, the execution trace le
contains information about when and which PLinda operations the process executed,
and how long each operation was blocked. Displaying execution trace les for processes
graphically, the user can easily locate a performance bottleneck. In the current implementation of this facility, we assume that client processes and the administration process
can access the same disk.
The user can control the runtime behaviors of the server using the administration
process. For example, he or she can tune the frequency of tuple space checkpointing
or the minimum idle time for idleness criteria. Also, he or she can choose an execution
method for continuation committing.
In the current design, the administration process interacts with only the server. It
forwards user commands to the server, obtains information from the server and display
1

The administration process is developed with the help of Suren.
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information graphically. To reduce communication with the server, the administration
process could be designed to communicate with client and daemon processes directly.
However, since the administration process obtains information from the server only intermittently (the frequency is a tuning parameter) and the server already maintains all
the necessary information, we have chosen the current design decision.

5.4 Experiments
In this section, we present some performance results using the current PLinda prototype
system. The objectives of our experiments are: (1) to measure the performance of tuple
space operations and the execution and failure recovery mechanisms. (2) to test the
e ectiveness of these operations and mechanisms in real applications.
What we have done so far is preliminary as the PLinda group is continually trying
to improve performance.

5.4.1 Performance of PLinda primitive operations

We examine the performance of four operations: in, rd, out, and xcommit. These
operations were chosen because they represent four major operations in the PLinda
system: destructive and non-destructive tuple retrieval, tuple creation and transaction
commit. In the current implementation, all the other operations (e.g., proc eval as tuple
creation) are internally implemented as one or as a combination of these operations.
To measure the performance of in, rd and out, we used a simple process that creates
or retrieves tuples in tuple space. The process works as follows:
1. Begin a transaction and start a timer.
2. Create (i.e., call out) or retrieve (i.e., call in or rd) 1000 tuples. The size of each
tuple is 1000 bytes. The tuples contains only one character array eld and the
overhead due to matching is minimal.
3. Stop the timer and commit the transaction.
We ran the process and the server on di erent machines. For each operation, we have
run this code several times. Their average execution times are shown in Table 5.1. There
is a signi cant performance di erence between rd and in. We are currently investigating
what caused the di erence in the implementation.
To measure the performance of xcommit, we used another simple process designed as
follows:
1. Start a transaction.
2. Retrieve ten tuples of 100,000 bytes using in.
3. Create ten tuples of 100,000 bytes using out.
4. Start a timer, commit the transaction, and stop the timer.
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Operation Performance
out
7.26
in
9.56
rd
4.86
xcommit
3.10
Performance of PLinda primitive operations. Time is given in milliseconds. The
test process and the server were run on Sparc2 and Sparc5, respectively.
Table 5.1:

In order to collect reliable data, we have run this code many times. In the code, the
transaction is designed to retrieve only ten tuples and add ten tuples since PLinda applications usually executes a small number of tuple space access operations in a transaction.
However, those tuples have a rather large size (i.e., 100,000 bytes). The performance
result is shown in Table 5.1. As the table shows, xcommit outperforms the three tuple
space access operations.

5.4.2 Performance of the Three Execution Methods

In this subsection, we present the performance of the three execution methods: commitconsistent execution, message logging/replay and coordinated checkpointing. We rst
show their performance during normal execution. We then compare the failure recovery
performance of the commit-consistent execution and message logging/replay methods.
In the current implementation, the server recovery from a checkpoint requires human
intervention (explicit re-invocation of the server). That is, tuple space failure and process
failure in the coordinated checkpointing method require human assistance. Therefore,
we do not discuss the performance of server recovery.
In the experiments whose results are presented in this subsection, we examined the
e ects of continuation committing, message logging and the amount of work lost on
failure with respect to runtime and failure recovery performance
We have designed a simple test program where we can easily change the size of a
continuation (i.e., continuation committing overhead) and the number of tuple space
access operations inside a transaction (i.e., message logging overhead). The program is
based on the master/worker programming model and designed as follows:
 At the beginning of each execution, the user speci es four parameters:
1. Number of tasks.
2. Size of a continuation.
3. Number of tuple space access operations per task.
4. Size of data tuples.
It is assumed that all the tasks are identical, all the workers have the same size of
continuations, and all the data tuples have the same size.
 Master process.
1. Starts the rst transaction.
2. Spawns eight workers and creates task tuples in tuple space.
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3. Commits the transaction. (After this commit, these workers start to run.)
4. Starts a timer and starts the second transaction.
5. Collects results from workers.
6. Commits the transaction and stops the timer.
 Each worker repeatedly executes the following code:
1. Starts a transaction.
2. Grabs a task tuple and performs one million oating point multiplication
operations.
3. Retrieve (rd) a certain number (input parameter) of data tuples.
4. Inserts a result tuple.
5. Commits the transaction with a continuation whose size is an input parameter.
We have experimented with six di erent settings shown in Table 5.2. The rst three
settings 1 through 3 are intended to compare the runtime performance of the three
methods with respect to the size of a continuation. The last three settings 4 through
6 are designed to examine the runtime performance with respect to message logging
overhead. The performance results are presented in Table ??. In all executions, tuple
space is checkpointed every 100 seconds.
In Setting 1, where processes have small continuations and the overhead due to
message logging is minimal, the three methods showed similar performance results.
In Setting 2, where processes have medium size continuations but message logging
overhead overhead is still minimal, the commit-consistent execution method became
slower because of continuation committing overhead, but the message logging/replay
and coordinated checkpointing methods have similar performance to that of Setting 1.
In Setting 3, where processes have large continuations, the commit-consistent execution method shows a lot worse performance than the other two methods. Since the
coordinated checkpointing method does not incur any runtime overhead, it showed the
best performance in this setting.
In Settings 4 and 5, where processes have large continuations but message logging
overhead is small or modest, the message logging/replay and coordinated checkpointing
methods have similar performance. However, in Setting 6 where processes have a large
continuation and also su er a lot of message logging overhead, the commit-consistent
execution method outperformed the message logging execution method.
In all the settings, the coordinated checkpointing method had the best performance
because it does not incur any overhead due to continuation committing (except checkpointing) or message logging.
We now compare the performance of the failure recovery of the commit-consistent
execution and message logging/replay methods. Recall a failure here can mean that a
client workstation becomes non-idle, causing PLinda to retreat so failure performance is
a signi cant factor. To measure the failure recovery overhead as accurately as possible,
We experimented with one process. This process performs one hundred transactions.
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setting no. # of tasks continuation size # of rd's per task tuple size
1
1,000
1,000
0
0
2
1,000
100,000
0
0
3
100
1,000,000
0
0
4
100
1,000,000
100
10
5
100
1,000,000
100
1,000
6
100
1,000,000
1,000
1,000
setting commit-consistent message logging coordinated
1
197.83
200.87
196.50
2
250.40
204.58
199.26
3
201.76
33.81
36.59
4
207.80
48.79
47.44
5
216.43
58.66
45.46
6
361.78
389.53
213.75
Performance results with the three execution methods. Time is given in seconds.
For each execution, one master and eight worker processes were used. These workers ran on
eight Sparc stations (two Sparc Classic's, four Sparc2's and two Sparc5's) and the master and
the PLinda server on the same Sparc5 machine. Tuple space is checkpointed every 100 seconds.

Table 5.2:

Each transaction consists of one in operation, one million oating point multiplication
operations, and one out operation. The size of the worker's continuation is set to 10,000
bytes. We ran the experiment many times and killed the worker up to three times for
each execution. Tuple space is checkpointed every 100 seconds (60 - 80 transactions were
executed in 100 seconds). When the 20th, 40th and 60th transactions were nished,
we decided whether to kill the process. On failure, the runtime system immediately
recovered the process.
The experimental result is presented in Figure 5.5. When there was no failure,
the commit-consistent execution and message logging/replay methods showed almost
the same performance. This is an expected result because the process has a small
continuation and there is no overhead due to message logging.
However, the two methods showed di erent performance results when the process experienced failure. In the case of the commit-consistent execution method, the overhead
due to process failure is negligible. For example, execution times when failure occurred
once were about a couple of seconds slower than failure-free executions. For more failures, execution times increased only by a few seconds. This result is possible because
on failure, the runtime system is immediately informed of the failure by the TCP/IP
communication system and re-spawns another backup process. This implies that the
PLinda failure recovery mechanism is viable for process migration for idle workstation
utilization unless the idleness status of workstations changes too frequently. In our experience, workstations usually stay idle for a suciently long time (e.g, at least, a few
minutes) once they become idle[44].
For the message logging/replay method, we observed a signi cant increase in execution time when we increased the number of worker process failures. The reason for
such increase is that the worker process lost the previous committed work on failure and
repeated it after recovery.
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Figure 5.5: Performance of failure recovery. One process was used. The process ran on one
Sparc5 and the server on another Sparc5. Tuple space is checkpointed every 100 seconds.
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5.4.3 Biological Pattern Discovery

In this subsection, we present the results of our experiment to apply PLinda to a data
mining application. We parallelized a sequential biological pattern discovery program[63]
using PLinda. These types of data mining applications[1, 23, 35] are interesting because
they are compute-intensive and they are usually coarse grain parallel problems.;
First, we explain the problem and the sequential approach. We then describe our
parallel approach and show the performance results.
Biological pattern discovery is the problem of nding various patterns in protein
databases where proteins are represented as sequences of letters (hereafter, just sequences)[31].
Interesting patterns are usually those which appear frequently in sequences in the database.
Among the various algorithms in the eld, we have parallelized the work presented in
[63] where the problem is de ned as follows:
 Database D. A set of sequences.
 Patterns. The pattern has the form *X1*X2*   where X1 and X2 denote subsequences (called segments in [63]) and * represents a variable length \dont-care"
(VLDC). A VLDC can match zero or more letters. The length of a pattern is
de ned to be the number of the non-VLDC letters.
 Distance metric. The distance between two sequences is de ned to be the minimum
editing cost (with free substitution for VLDCs) needed to making them identical.
 Query. The user looks for a pattern of interest by giving the following form of a
query:
1. The minimum length of the pattern.
2. The allowed distance.
3. The minimum number of sequences in D which match the pattern within the
allowed distance.
 Answer. The patterns which satisfy the requirements speci ed in the query.
The sequential algorithm consists of two phases: generating candidate patterns and
evaluating these patterns with respect to the database.
Candidate patterns are formed by nding all promising segments (i.e., those which
have a chance to appear in patterns of interest) and combining them. To facilitate nding
segments, this algorithm uses a generalized sux tree[36] (GST) constructed from a
small sample of sequences (the size of the sample depends on the requirement for result
accuracy). In GST, the edges are labeled with character strings and the concatenation
of the edge labels on the path from the root to a leaf with an index i is a sux of the
i , th string. Thus, each sux of a string is represented by a leaf. Candidate patterns
are all possible combinations of promising segments.
Once candidate patterns are obtained, the rest of the computation is to evaluate
them with respect to the database. In order to reduce the amount of computation (the
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complexity of the comparing operation of a pattern P and a sequence S is O(jP j  jS j)),
candidate patterns are rst ranked from highest to lowest according to the occurrence
numbers on the sample with respect to the allowed distance. Only the most likely
candidate patterns are evaluated on the database.
In this algorithm, the evaluation of patterns with respect the database is most
compute-intensive and easy to parallelize because each pattern can be evaluated independently. Our parallel approach2 is as follows:
1. Use the master/worker programming model.
2. The master.
(a) Manages the GST.
(b) First transaction: creates worker processes and generates and distributes candidate patterns.
(c) Second transaction: collects results from workers.
3. Worker processes.
(a) Have a local copy of the database.
(b) Evaluate candidate patterns on the database. The evaluation may cause the
candidate to be discarded or may introduce new candidates Each evaluation
is performed as a separate transaction.
We have experimented with this PLinda biological pattern discovery program on
seven Sparc5's at the NYU Computer Science Department. The master and the server
ran on the same Sparc5 station and each worker on a separate machine. We experimented
with up to six workers. The database consists of 18 protein sequences and 4169 patterns
were evaluated.
Some experimental results are shown in Figure 5.6. The performance of the PLinda
program with one and two workers was slower than that of the sequential program.
However, the PLinda program with four and six workers outperformed the sequential
program. In the PLinda executions with only one worker, the message logging/replay
and coordinated checkpointing methods outperformed the commit-consistent execution
method because the overhead due to 4169 continuation committing operations in the
tuple space server also a ects the performance of the single worker directly. However,
with two or more workers, all of the execution methods showed similar performance.
In Table 5.3, we present the performance of the PLinda biological pattern discovery
program in the presence of failure. We did not remove workstations from computation,
but killed a worker which the runtime system immediately recovered. The table shows
that the failure recovery operation takes only a couple of seconds.
There are ongoing experiments with 100 Sparc5's and 50 Sparc2's at AT&T Bell Labs
in Whippany. Some preliminary results are shown in Figure 5.7. The database consists
of 47 protein sequences and 16544 patterns were evaluated.
2

The PLinda program is implemented by Bin Li. He can be contacted by email (binli@cs.nyu.edu).
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Figure 5.6: Performance results of the PLinda biological pattern discovery program with seven
Sparc5's. Time is given in seconds. Tuple space is checkpointed every 100 seconds. The sequential
code took 165 seconds for the same query and database.

# of failures commit-consistent execution
0
89.313
1
89.716
2
90.819
3
92.118
Failure recovery performance of the PLinda biological pattern discovery program
with seven Sparc5's. Only the commit-consistent execution method was tested. Time is given
in seconds. Six workers were used. The master and the server ran on the same workstation and
each worker ran on a di erent workstation.

Table 5.3:
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Performance results of the PLinda biological pattern discovery program on 30
Sparc5's at AT&T Bell Labs in Whippany. Tuple space was checkpointed every 100 seconds.
Only the commit-consistent execution method was used. The sequential code took 2355 seconds
for the same query and database.

Figure 5.7:
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5.4.4 Corporate Bond Index Statistics

In this subsection, we show the performance of the PLinda system on a compute-intensive
nancial application. The problem is to compute characteristics of the market-weighted
averages of the collection of securities grouped by criteria (i.e., indices). Speci cally,
the Option-Adjusted-Spread (OAS) and the embedded option value of a bond are calculated and the market-weighted average of the resulting OAS and option values are
computed[10].
We parallelized a sequential program implemented by Dmitri Krakovsky3 at New
York University. The program uses a binomial tree option pricing model[10] for the OAS
and the option values of bonds. The program consists of three phases:
1. Input the observed and analyzed market data.
2. Calculate the value of the OAS for each bond in the index.
3. Compute the market-weighted average of the resulting OAS and option values.
See [10, 5] for details.
We parallelized the second phase because the computation in the second phase is
most compute-intensive and each bond can be analyzed independently of other bonds.
Since this problem is easily parallelizable, parallelizing the sequential code using
PLinda was straightforward and took only a few hours. The PLinda program is designed
as follows:
1. Uses the master/worker programming model.
2. The master is responsible for the rst and last phases.
3. The computation on each bond is treated as a task.
Figure 5.8 shows performance results obtained from experiments with seven Sparc5's.
In this experiment, 50 security bonds were analyzed. The three execution methods
showed similar performance results and there is no signi cant performance di erence
even when the fault tolerance mechanisms are disabled. The current implementation is
designed to disable all the fault tolerance mechanisms. In this case, the client library
completely ignores transaction operations and the tuple space server treats each tuple
space operation as a separate transaction. In this way, their updates are immediately
accessible.
Figure 5.9 shows the performance results obtained from experiments with 45 Sparc
stations (three Sparc10's, three Sparc5's, 18 Sparc2's and 21 Sparc1's). In this experiment, 400 security bonds were analyzed. There were only negligible performance
di erences (below 10 seconds) between executions with the fault tolerance mechanisms
enabled and those with the mechanisms disabled.
3

He can be contacted by email (m-dk0027@cs.nyu.edu).
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Figure 5.8: Performance of the PLinda Bond Index Statistics Computation Program with
Seven Sparc5's. The master and the server ran on the same machine and each worker ran on a
di erent machine. Tuple space is checkpointed every 100 seconds.
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Performance of the PLinda Bond Index Statistics Computation Program with 45
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we examined the implementation and performance of the current PLinda
prototype system in an attempt to elucidate the performance tradeo s o ered by our
three commitment mechanisms.
The implementation consists of four major components: the server program, the
daemon program, the administration program, and the client library. In Section 5.1,
we described the implementation of the PLinda server: the architecture, tuple space
management, transactions, process management, and the execution methods. The tuple space management implementation ensures the eciency of in-memory operations
rather than that of the manipulation of persistent data on disk. In PLinda, transaction
commits are designed to be lightweight in that they do not require disk access. However,
committed updates may be lost upon tuple space failure. Checkpointing is used to make
tuple space reliable. The transaction and checkpointing mechanisms are coordinated to
maintain a consistent state in spite of tuple space failure.
In Section 5.2 and 5.3, we explained the implementation of the daemon and administration processes. The daemon process monitors the idleness of workstations and
manages processes on local workstations. The administration process allows the user to
observe and control the runtime behaviors of the PLinda system and applications.
In Section 5.4, we presented the performance of the PLinda prototype system. We
rst showed the performance of PLinda primitive operations and the three execution
methods, and some results from experiments to apply PLinda to two real coarse grain
parallel problems: biological pattern discovery and corporate bond index statistics computation. The comparative results suggest the possibility of a tuning tool that can switch
from one commit method to another.
Experimental data show that the xcommit operation outperformed the tuple space
access operations such as in, rd and out. In the commit-consistent execution method,
the recovery of a failed process (more speci cally, only the process failed but its processor
is still operating, therefore the runtime system is immediately informed of the failure)
took only a couple of seconds.
In Subsections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4, we described the performance of the PLinda system
on two real applications. We presented performance results which we obtained from
experiments with up to 45 machines.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work
Scientists and engineers increasingly use computers to solve problems that require an
enormous amount of computation and therefore make parallel processing desirable or
indispensable. Among those problems, many problems can be considered as coarse grain
parallel or embarrassingly parallelizable; that is, they are easy to parallelize in large
mutually independent chunks of computation. As a result of the recent proliferation
of parallel software systems[15], we should therefore see those scientists bene t from
parallel processing in solving coarse grain parallel problems. Unfortunately, the reality
is not the case.
The goal of the PLinda project is to allow \poor" scientists (who have no easy access
to parallel computers and can not a ord buying them) to use widely available networked
workstations as a parallel computing platform for solving their coarse grain parallel
problems. In this dissertation, we have argued that two problems must be solved for this
to be the case: (1) utilization of intermittently idle workstations for parallel computation
(2) support for fault tolerance.
We have presented a Linda-variant parallel computing system, called Persistent Linda
2.0 (PLinda). PLinda is designed to o er: parallel processing on non-shared memory
machines, fault tolerance, and the e ective use of intermittently idle machines.
PLinda consists of a few extensions to Linda. Three major fault tolerance extensions
are lightweight transactions, continuation committing, and checkpoint-protected tuple
space. The programmer designs an application to be fault-tolerant using these mechanisms. The PLinda runtime system is designed to run processes on only idle machines
and to treat non-idleness as failure. That is, when an owner comes back to his or her
machine, the runtime system immediately \kills" processes on the machine and recovers
them on idle machines by using the fault tolerance mechanisms.
In the PLinda project, our major research focus has been on how to incorporate
transactions into the Linda model without entailing high runtime overhead or complicating the model. Unlike other fault tolerance work[3, 4] on Linda which attempts to use
only some limited form of transactions and therefore complicates the Linda programming
paradigm, we have sought to integrate the full functionality of transactions into Linda.
When transactions are used for parallel computation, an immediate concern is transaction commit overhead (i.e., disk writes implicit in transaction commits). In order to
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reduce commit overhead, PLinda treats transactions and the reliability of tuple space
orthogonally. Transactions do not write to disk on commit, but simply to the tuple
space in volatile memory. This allows ecient transaction commits. In Section 5.4, we
showed experimental results in which the performance of the PLinda commit operation,
xcommit, is comparable to that of tuple space access operations such as out, in and rd
in the current PLinda prototype system. (Actually, xcommit is less expensive.)
This lightweight transaction may lose committed data when tuple space fails (either
the supporting computer or its volatile memory). PLinda recovers from tuple space
failures by using checkpointing (whose frequency is a tuning parameter). This yields what
we call checkpoint-protected tuple space. The transaction and checkpointing mechanisms
are coordinated to guarantee the correctness of the nal result. This is sucient, since
scientists who program long-running parallel computations don't care about intermediate
results, only about the nal results. Lost transactions, therefore, are acceptable if the
nal result is correct.
We have proposed a simple programming model for constructing a fault-tolerant application and extended transactions as a programming construct for the model. In the
model, the programmer designs each process to be executed as a series of transactions.
The transaction mechanism guarantees the atomic execution of each transaction; that
is, the programmer can assume that processes logically fail only between consecutive
transactions. In order to enable a process to recover its local state after failure, the
programmer must specify a set of variables to be saved at each commit point that are
sucient to encode the process's continuation (we call these variables the encoded continuation). Each commit then saves all modi ed tuples as well as the encoded continuation.
On recovery from failure, the process can resume from the last commit point by restoring
the information.
Thus, this programming model allows the programmer to design lightweight custom
fault tolerance for an application by taking advantage of characteristics of the application
| copying only critical information about local state to tuple space in volatile memory
at each commit. (In contrast, systems[22] that support transparent fault tolerance save
entire process images to disk.) Experimental results from real coarse grain parallel applications show that the performance di erences between executions with fault tolerance
mechanisms activated and those with the mechanisms disabled are not signi cant (the
di erence is in fact negligible for the corporate bond index statistics computation application).
In addition to low runtime overhead, another important advantage of this scheme over
transparent approaches[22] to fault tolerance is to support robust parallel computation
on heterogeneous machines. Continuation committing and failure recovery are based
only on process variables which are architecture-independent.
In this dissertation, we have further extended this PLinda fault tolerance scheme to
support process migration for the utilization of idle workstations. The PLinda system
is designed to treat non-idleness as failure; that is, process migration is implemented as
forced failure on busy machines and recovery on idle machines.
This approach works well for two reasons. First, each process can perform continuation committing and rollback-recovery operations independently of other processes.
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This allows a process to migrate without a ecting other processes. Second, the PLinda
fault tolerance mechanisms are lightweight. Continuation committing and failure recovery save only a few process variables to tuple space at commit and retrieve them on
recovery. These operations are ecient because they do not require disk access nor reexecution of committed transactions. Experimental results show that recovering a failed
process usually takes only about a couple of seconds.
In summary, PLinda addresses three challenging issues | parallel processing, fault
tolerance, and utilization of idle workstations | by a few extensions to Linda which are
surprisingly simple when the complexity of these issues is considered. The current PLinda
prototype system has shown promising performance for various experiments including
two real coarse grain parallel applications.

6.1 Future Work
Like most other ongoing research projects, PLinda has both various potentials and issues
for further improvements and future work.
First, we will plan to assist the programmer with high-level programming toolkits
or a Linda-PLinda compiler. In the current design, the correctness of a fault-tolerant
application completely relies on the programmer. Although designing a fault-tolerant
application in PLinda is usually straightforward for coarse grain parallel applications (the
major target application class of PLinda), we think that such programming is potentially
error-prone.
Our future work includes an automatic tuning method for deciding which commit
method to use depending on the probability of workstation business and the size of
checkpoints.
Second, a drawback of the current PLinda design is that recovery from server failure
is costly; the tuple space server is restored to the checkpointed state on disk and all
the client processes have to roll back. Expensive failure recovery for such failures is
currently acceptable because the servers run on dedicated machines so server failures are
real failures (as opposed to non-idleness) and therefore rare.
If we want to use our idle machine strategy for servers, one possible method is to
replicate the server over idle machines using the replicated state machine paradigm[57].
In this method, client processes communicate with the server replicas via atomic ordered
broadcast. When a machine where a server replica is running becomes busy or fails, the
replica is destroyed. Then, a new server replica is spawned on an idle machine and
recovers state from another replica.
The advantages of this approach are that the server can be migrated and also, client
processes do not have to roll back due to server failure unless all the replicas fail at the
same time. The disadvantage is that additional communication overhead due to atomic
ordered broadcast must be paid for every tuple space access.
Third, an important research issue which still remains open in the PLinda project
is scalability. That is, how can we extend PLinda to handle thousands of workstations
spread over Internet for long-running coarse grain parallel applications? Certainly, longrunning coarse grain parallel applications provide a great deal of potential for such
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grand scale parallel computing because computation can be divided into numerous but
independent tasks.
In the current PLinda system, the single server becomes a performance bottleneck
even before one hundred of workstations are used. One intuitive approach to scalability
is to distribute the server. This will increase the performance of the tuple space access
operations such as out, in and rd. However, a distributed server will increase overhead
due to transaction processing (e.g., two phase commit). Moreover, it will complicate
checkpointing tuple space and replicating server processes.
If we aim at building a large scale parallel computing platform for long-running coarse
grain parallel applications, another interesting approach to scalability is to use a server
manager to control multiple independent PLinda servers of the current design. By \independent" we mean that there are no con icting accesses to tuples at the di erent servers
(e.g. the servers share read-only data and produce write-once tuples). To support longrunning coarse grain parallel applications, such a server manager would spawn servers
at various widely distributed sites, assigns tasks to the servers, and collect results when
all the servers nishes their tasks. This would introduce a second level of server. This
scheme is viable for long-running coarse grain parallel applications where computation
can rst be divided into independent and still-large subcomputations and then these
subcomputations can further be divided into a large number of independent tasks.
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